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Abstract — Based on the famous Posa’s Rotation-Extension technique, by creating the new concepts and methods: broad cycle, main segment, useful cut and insert, destroying edges for a main segment, main goal Hamilton cycle, depth-first search tree, we develop a polynomial time algorithm for a famous NPC: the Hamilton cycle problem. Thus we proved that \( NP=P \). The key points of this paper are: 1) there are two ways to get a Hamilton cycle in exponential time: a full permutation of \( n \) vertices; or, chose \( n \) edges from all \( k \) edges, and check all possible combinations. The main problem is: how to avoid checking all combinations of \( n \) edges from all edges. My algorithm can avoid this. 2) based on the above new concepts, by lemma 1 and lemma 2, we get: destroying edges for a main segment and its one son (including one additional main segment son) are fixed. 3) we can construct a main segment’s series of destroying edges by dynamic combinations and the time for dynamic combinations is polynomial. 4) in the depth-first search tree, each main segment can repeat at most one time for each new destroying edge. For the whole paper, for main segments and destroying edges, one only needs to understand lemma 1 and lemma 2, especially understand the four kinds of destroying edges to destroy good main segments; for series of destroying edges, understand the dynamic combination. Then understand the depth-first search tree. Lemma 1 and lemma 2 are very important. They are the foundation that we always can get a good branch in the depth-first search tree and can get a series of destroying edges (all are bad edges) for this good branch in polynomial time. The extraordinary insights are: destroying edges and dynamic combinations. The difficult part is to understand how to construct a main segment’s series of destroying edges by dynamic combinations (see the proof of lemma 4). The proof logic is: if there is at least on Hamilton cycle in the graph, we always can do useful cut and inserts until a Hamilton cycle is got. The times of useful cut and inserts are polynomial. So if at any step we cannot have a useful cut and insert, this means that there are no Hamilton cycles in the graph.
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1 Introduction

A Hamilton path is a path between two vertices of a graph that visits each vertex exactly once. A Hamilton path that is also a cycle is called a Hamilton cycle.

Finding Hamilton cycles (paths) in simple undirected graphs is a classical NP Complete problem, known to be difficult both theoretically and computationally, so we cannot expect to find polynomial time algorithms that always succeed, unless \( NP=P \). \([1][2]\)

Over the past decades, the Hamilton cycle (path) problem has been extensively studied. One direction of these studies is to find a sufficient condition for a graph to be Hamiltonian (when there is at least one Hamilton Cycle in a graph, we say that this graph is Hamiltonian). Most of these conditions for a general graph depend on the number of edges of the graph. Using these techniques, a graph is usually provably Hamiltonian only if there are sufficiently many edges in the graph \([3][4][5]\). In other words, these techniques are not useful for sparse graphs. Another direction is to design a random algorithm which can succeed in finding Hamilton cycles or paths with high probability, or works well only for some classes of graphs. The problem for these random algorithms still is: all these methods work only for much denser graphs or some sparse but regular graphs \([6][7][8][9][10]\), not directly useful for general graphs, especially sparse graphs.

For finding Hamilton cycles (paths), the most well-known method is the rotation-extension technique, which
is developed by Posa [8]. In fact, most of the current existing random algorithms are based on the rotation-extension technique. Due to the inherent limitation of this method, all these random algorithms can only work well for very dense graphs. Though they can also work for sparse graphs, the success rate is not very good. So if we can overcome the rotation-extension technique’s immanent deficiency, it is possible for us to get an efficient random algorithm or even a polynomial time algorithm for general graphs.

We developed a method which we call an “enlarged rotation-extension” technique. This technique can overcome Posa’s deficiency. Our method contains all advantages of the rotation-extension technique but utterly enlarges its functions. Based on this method, we get a polynomial time algorithm for the Hamilton cycle problem and we give a detailed proof for the graphs with maximum vertex degree 3.

2 The Rotation-Extension technique and its main deficiency

Suppose we have a path \( P = x_0x_1...x_k \) in a graph \( G \) and we wish to find a path of length \( k + 1 \). If \( x_0 \) or \( x_k \) has a neighbor not in \( P \), then we can extend \( P \) by adding the neighbor. If not, suppose \( x_k \) has a neighbor \( x_i \), where \( 0 \leq i \leq k - 2 \). If \( i = 0 \) and \( G \) is connected, then there is an edge \( e = (x_j, w) \) joining the cycle \( x_0x_1...x_kx_0 \) to the rest of the graph, and so the path \( wx_jx_{j+1}...x_{k-1}x_0...x_{j-1} \) has length \( k + 1 \). This is called a cycle extension. We call the two vertices \( x_0, x_k \) key vertices of the extension. If \( i \neq 0 \), then we construct the path \( x_0x_1...x_kx_{k+1}...x_{i+1} \) of length \( k \) with a different end point \( x_{i+1} \) and look for further extensions. This is called a rotation, or a simple transform. We call the vertex \( x_k \) the key vertex of the rotation. This is Posa’s Rotation-Extension technique.

The main deficiency of this method is: the rotation or extension is performed at a fixed place, in order to always fulfill the condition for the rotation or extension, the graph must have dense edges. So this technique is not very efficient for sparse graphs.

3 Algorithm

Definitions:

For an undirected graph \( G \) with \( n \) vertices, a broad cycle is defined as a cyclic sequence \( x_1, x_2, ..., x_n, x_1 \) of the vertices of \( G \) where every pair \( x_i, x_{i+1} \) may or may not be adjacent in \( G \). We call a pair \( (x_i, x_{i+1}) \) (including \( (x_n, x_1) \)) of non-adjacent vertices a break consecutive pair or a break. So the number of break consecutive pairs is between 0 and \( n \) for a broad cycle. Obviously, a break consecutive pair is constituted by two vertices (say vertices \( a \) and \( b \), we call such a vertex a break side vertex). We use \( a*b \) to denote this break consecutive pair. If two consecutive vertices \( a \) and \( b \) are adjacent, we call them “connecting consecutive pair”, we use \( \text{ab} \) to denote this connecting consecutive pair. We use \( \text{a..b} \) to denote that there are some other vertices between \( a \) and \( b \). For an undirected graph with \( n \) vertices, the number of all possible different break consecutive pairs and connecting consecutive pairs is \( \frac{n(n-1)}{2} \). A break consecutive pair or a connecting consecutive pair is also called a consecutive pair.

A segment: in a broad cycle, we call one or more consecutive vertices a segment (may contain one or more breaks). So, in a broad cycle, any vertices sequence between two non-consecutive vertices is a segment, and there are \( n(n-1) \) different segments in a broad cycle for an \( n \) vertices graph.

For convenience, we only consider the un-directed graphs which have maximum vertex degree 3, because this problem is also an NP complete problem [21].

Suppose that vertex \( a \) is adjacent to vertices \( b, c, d \), for vertex \( a \) we have three connecting consecutive pairs: \( ba, ca, da \). For another vertex \( e \), it is adjacent to \( f, g, h \), we also have such three connecting consecutive
pairs. For the consecutive pair \((a, e)\), we can construct 9 different segments: \(ba*ef, ba*eg, ba*eh, \ldots\). For each segment, we can construct a broad cycle which contains this segment. We call this segment the broad cycle’s “main segment”. We also say that the broad cycle is this main segment’s broad cycle. We call the consecutive pair \((a, e)\) the segment’s “core consecutive pair”. It is also this segment’s broad cycle’s core consecutive pair. Call vertex \(a\) or \(e\) a core vertex of this broad cycle or of the main segment. Each core consecutive pair has up to 9 main segments. The 9 segments and their 9 broad cycles have the same one core consecutive pair. Also we call each of these 9 broad cycles the consecutive pair \((a, e)\)’s one broad cycle. Because for an \(n\) vertices graph, there are \(\frac{n(n-1)}{2}\) different vertex pairs, we can construct up to (in fact less than) \(\frac{9n(n-1)}{2}\) broad cycles (some of them might be duplicates). Please note that the core consecutive pair \((a, e)\) has to be a break, i.e., vertex \(a\) is not adjacent to vertex \(e\), and we call this break the main segment’s break or the main break. For a main segment \(ba*ef\), we call \(ba\) or \(ef\) a break side vertex pair. A main segment is constituted by two break side vertex pairs.

A main segment contains four vertices. A vertex pair has up to 9 different main segments and in the calculation for each main segment we keep only one broad cycle which contains this main segment.

We call all edges incident upon a vertex this vertex’s edges. So for a graph with maximum degree 3, a vertex has at most 3 edges, and in any broad cycle, a vertex’s edges cannot be more than 2. Also we call an edge’s two end vertices this edge’s vertices.

For a broad cycle, cut a segment at a place and insert the segment between two consecutive vertices in some other place of the broad cycle. We call this operation a “cut and insert”, i.e., to remove a segment from its old place to another place. The main operation in our algorithm is the “cut and insert”, now we explain it. First we define the “basic cut and insert”: let \(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n, x_1\) (note: we use the ‘,’ to separate two vertices, because they may be adjacent to each other or may not) denote a broad cycle, let \(S = x_i, x_{i+1}, \ldots, x_r\) be a segment of this broad cycle, and let \(j\) be an index such that \(x_j\) and \(x_{j+1}\) are not in \(S\). A broad cycle \(C^*\) is obtained by “cutting \(S\) and inserting it into \(x_j\) and \(x_{j+1}\)”

if either \(C_1 = x_j, x_i, x_{i+1}, \ldots, x_r, x_{j+1}, x_{j+2}, \ldots, x_n, x_1, \ldots, x_{j-1}, x_j\),

or \(C_2 = x_j, x_{i+1}, x_{i+2}, \ldots, x_i, x_j, x_{j+1}, x_{j+2}, \ldots, x_n, x_1, \ldots, x_{j-1}, x_j\) (addition is meant modulo \(n\)).

This is a basic cut and insert. We can see that in the process of this basic cut and insert, we get three (or two in some special cases) newly produced consecutive pairs. Each of these three consecutive pairs has two sides. We call \(S\) the key segment of this cut and insert. If \(S\)’s two end vertices are adjacent, we can do an extension on \(S\) and then insert it. So, a cut and insert has two cases: 1) only one basic cut and insert, 2) if \(S\)’s two end vertices are adjacent, do an extension on \(S\) and then insert it. We take an example to explain. Let a broad cycle be: \(abedefghijkl*mnop\) (in the ends the two ‘a’ mean a cycle, in fact there is only one vertex \(a\)), we cut a segment \(ijkl\), insert it between vertex \(d\) and \(e\), we get this broad cycle: \(abced*ijklghmnop\), this is the case 1). The three new produced consecutive pairs are: \(d*e, le, hm\). Then the case 2): suppose \(il\) is an edge, do an extension on the segment \(ijkl\), and we get: \(ikj, jlk, kji,\) and then try to insert each of them in other places of the broad cycle separately. And so on. The key segment is important. We explain it. For the above broad cycle, \(kl*mn\) is the main segment. If \(mh\) is an edge, there are 2 key segments: \(ijkl\), or \(hi\). For the former one, we have to insert it into another place and if the two end vertices \(il\) are adjacent we can do an extension before to insert. For the latter one, we only can do a rotation. For this rotation, we also can see the key segment still is \(ijkl\), and we insert it between \(gh\). So \(ih\) has to be an edge. Due to the maximum degree 3, a broad cycle has up to 8 key segments. There is another kind of key segments: if \(mp\) is an edge, no matter vertex \(a\) is adjacent to \(l\) or not, the \(mnop\) is a key segment. We first do an extension on it and then insert it into some place. Please note: at least one end vertex of the inserted segment has to be adjacent to one of the two vertices at the inserting place.

In a broad cycle, if a vertex’s two consecutive vertices beside it both are not adjacent to it, we call it an isolated vertex. We prescribe that all the broad cycles do not contain isolated vertices. For the first broad cycle, we can easily get this and later each useful cut and insert cannot produce an isolated vertex.

Because of no isolated vertices in the broad cycle, at each break’s two sides, there are two adjacent vertex
pairs. We call these four vertices a break segment. For example \(ab^*cd\) is a break segment and \(ab\) or \(cd\) is a (break) side vertex pair. Vertex \(c\) or \(d\) is a break side vertex.

In the algorithm, a main segment usually can occur one time, but some main segments can be repeated later.

If after a cut and insert we get a new broad cycle with one (or two) main segment which did not occur before or which can be repeated, we call such kind main segments useful main segments, and call this cut and insert a useful cut and insert.

We call all the current broad cycles “old broad cycles”. If after a cut and insert on broad cycle \(A\), we get a broad cycle \(B\) which contains a new main segment which did not appear before or which can be repeated, we call \(B\) this main segment’s “new broad cycle”, and call this cut and insert a useful cut and insert. Call this new broad cycle the useful cut and insert’s new broad cycle and call its main segment the useful cut and insert’s new main segment.

Please note that: each cut and insert must cut from the break of the main segment, i.e., the new broad cycle does not contain the break of the old main segment; at least one vertex of this break must become non-break vertex in the new broad cycle; the new main segment of a new broad cycle must be a new-produced break segment (i.e., the old broad cycle does not contain this segment and the break) unless there are no new breaks. If there are more than one new produced break, we choose one of them as the new main segment. If after a useful cut and insert we get a broad cycle which does not have new-produced breaks (new-produced main segment), we can choose one break segment in the new broad cycle as the main segment which contains one produced break or choose any one if without such a break. If after a cut and insert on a broad cycle, we get a broad cycle with two new produced breaks (i.e., it seems that we have two new main segments, we call one of them which contains one break side vertex pair of the old main segment a “quasi-main segment” and call the other one “additional main segment”). We call their breaks a quasi-main break or an additional main break. Both the quasi-main segment and the additional main segment must be useful main segment, i.e., they were not as main segments before or they are the main segments which can be repeated. Only after we finished the quasi-main segment and all later produced breaks, then we choose the additional main segment as the current new main segment. If an additional main segment was not as a new main segment, it can be repeated later.

If we can do a useful cut and insert on a main segment’s broad cycle \(C\) to get a new broad cycle, we say that this broad cycle \(C\) has a useful cut and insert for this new broad cycle. Let this new broad cycle’s main segment be \(P\), we say that this broad cycle \(C\) has a useful cut and insert for this main segment \(P\) and we call \(C\) a useful broad cycle. A broad cycle may have more than one useful cut and insert as well as to get more than one new broad cycle, but each time we get one.

If one “cut and insert” breaks the “core consecutive pair” or the main segment, this does not matter, because we may get another main segment’s new broad cycle.

Then, our algorithm includes some steps. We call each cut and insert a step and call each useful cut and insert “a useful step”. Because we may need to try a lot of cut and inserts on many broad cycles, and try to get one useful cut and insert on one broad cycle, we call the process (all these cut and inserts) to try to get a useful cut and insert a big step (later we will prove that at each big step we always can get a useful cut and insert). At each useful step, we do a useful cut and insert on a main segment’s (say main segment \(r\)) broad cycle to get a main segment’s (say main segment \(g\)) new broad cycle and these two main segments are different. Do the process continually until we get a Hamilton cycle (or fail).

We can see that our technique contains all advantages of the rotation-extension technique and the rotation-extension is only one special case of ours. So, we call ours the “enlarged rotation-extension” technique. We will give the precise algorithm later.

If we can do useful cut and inserts on \(L_1\) of main segment \(m_1\) step by step (i.e. to do one useful cut and insert on \(L_1\) of main segment \(m_1\) to get a broad cycle \(L_2\) of new main segment \(m_2\), then do one useful cut and insert on \(L_2\) of main segment \(m_2\) to get \(L_3\) of main segment \(m_3\), ..., if there is no new main segment, we choose a new produced break segment as the current main segment to continue), at last if we can get such a broad cycle \(L_k\) in which the break of \(m_1\) and all the new produced breaks (after \(L_1\)) disappear. We call \(L_k\) the main segment \(m_1\)’s final goal broad cycle. We call the breaks in \(L_1\) but not in \(L_k\) (except the break in \(m_1\)) in-scope breaks of \(m_1\), otherwise out-scope breaks of \(m_1\).

We call the final goal broad cycle of the first main segment (at first we choose a seeded break segment as the
main segment) **main final goal broad cycle.**

Now, we show different useful cut and inserts.

After a useful cut and insert on a broad cycle 1, we get a new broad cycle 2. We call an edge which is in broad cycle 2 but not in broad cycle 1 a “**coming edge**” of this useful cut and insert, and an edge which is in broad cycle 1 but not in broad cycle 2 a “**gone edge**” of this useful cut and insert. We call a consecutive vertex pair which is in broad cycle 2 but which is not consecutive in broad cycle 1 a “**coming consecutive vertex pair**” of this useful cut and insert, and a consecutive vertex pair which are in broad cycle 1 but are not consecutive in broad cycle 2 a “**gone consecutive vertex pair**” of this useful cut and insert. Also we have gone breaks and coming breaks (new breaks, new produced breaks). We call the main segment of broad cycle 1 a used main segment after this useful cut and insert.

We have the following kinds of useful cut and inserts:

**Kind 1: a rotation.** The broad cycle: \(xabcdefg*hij..., fg*hi\) is its main segment, at least one of \(ag, bh\) is an edge. This time we can get a new broad cycle by a rotation on the segment \(bcdefg\).

**Kind 2: a cut and then insert.** The broad cycle \(L_1: abcdefg*hij...klnzopq...uv*w...\), \(fg*hi\) is its main segment, \(ah, gz\) are edges, this time we can get a new broad cycle by cutting and inserting the segment \(bcdefg\) between \(nz\). The new main segment is \(ln*bc\) (or \(cb*op\)). Please note the special case that \(nb\) is also an edge and the number of breaks minus one after this useful cut and insert. The other special case of this kind: one (or more) gone consecutive pair are not adjacent (i.e., a break), then after this useful cut and insert, the new broad cycle has less breaks. After this cut and insert, both \(g\) and \(h\) cannot be break side vertices.

**Kind 3: a cut, an extension and then insert.** The broad cycle: \(abcmn*defg*hij...xyz..., fg*hi\) is its main segment, \(bh\) and \(cg\) are edges, \(dx\) is also an edge, this time we can get a new broad cycle by cutting and inserting the key segment \(cmmndefg\) (do extension on it) between \(xy\) (that \(x\) is not adjacent to \(y\) does not matter) or other place. We call the segment \(fe*yz\) an additional main segment. Or if both \(ey\) and \(bh\) are edges, this transform would not produce new breaks. Suppose the new broad cycle is \(abhij...xanmcdfg*yz..., fe*yz\) is the additional main segment and this additional main segment immediately becomes the new current main segment. We call the edge \(de\) in the key segment the key gone edge 1 of this useful cut and insert and call the edge \(xy\) the key gone edge 2 of this useful cut and insert.

Suppose \(eu\) and \(yv\) are two other edges. We prescribe that when \(fe*yz\) is as the current main segment and we do useful cut and inserts on it, \(eu\) and \(yv\) must be the coming edges (\(ed, xy\) cannot be), and in all the following descendants, we must keep edge \(eu\) and \(yv\) in the broad cycles, until when \(fe*yz\) cannot get to the main final goal broad cycle and then we redo the extension and insert it at another place for the same key segment of the additional main segment \(fe*yz\) (For example, we may take the same key segment \(cmnndefg\), do an extension on it, and then insert it. But this time the key gone edge 1 is \(mn\) not \(de\)). We call the edge \(eu\) and \(yv\) key coming edges of the additional main segment \(fe*yz\). This is also for the next kind 4.

Please note: if there is one (or two) gone break for a useful cut and inset of kind 4 (or kind 3) and this break is a seeded break, its one side vertex may have two possible key coming edges, we first choose one of them as the key coming edge (later can choose the other one if this one failed).

**Kind 4: a cut, an extension and then insert with two new breaks.** A broad cycle with \(k\) breaks: \(abcmn...defg*hij...xyz..., fg*hi\) is its main segment, \(cg\) is an edge, \(dx\) is also an edge. This time, we can get a new broad cycle by cutting and inserting the key segment \(cdefg\) (do extension on it) between \(xy\) (that \(x\) is not adjacent to \(y\) does not matter) or other place. We call vertex \(c, g\) the two end vertices of the key segment. We call \(ab*hi\) a quasi-main segment. Call \(fe*yz\) an additional main segment and we choose the quasi-main segment as the current new main segment of the new broad cycle. Both the quasi-main segment and the additional main segment must be useful main segments, i.e., they were not as main segments before or they are the main segments which can be repeated. We call the quasi-main segment the additional main segment’s quasi-main segment and call the additional main segment the quasi-main segment’s additional main segment. Only after we finish the quasi-main segment’s break and all later produced breaks (i.e., these breaks disappear), then we choose the additional main segment as the current new main segment. If an additional main segment was not as a new main segment, it can be used later. An additional main segment in kind 3 is also as this. Please note the special case: there is no
additional break, i.e., $e_Y$ is an edge. This does not affect our latter proof. Please note: for the kind 4, usually we can get one quasi-main segment with many possible different additional main segments, but we only choose one of them (i.e. for each new quasi-main segment, we get a new broad cycle). Suppose the new broad cycle is $ab*hi...xdecf*eyz..., fe*yz$ is the additional main segment. $ab*hi$ is the quasi-main segment and also it immediately is as the current new main segment. We call the edge $de$ in the key segment the **key gone edge 1** of this useful cut and insert and call the edge $xy$ the **key gone edge 2** of this useful cut and insert.

If an additional main segment was not as a new current main segment, this means that it was not used, i.e., it can be as a main segment again later.

From a main segment $m_1$, if we only do useful cut and inserts of kind 1, 2, 4 on it step by step, each time we take the new main segment or the new quasi-main segment as the new current main segment (without any additional main segment as the current main segment), until we get a broad cycle on which we do a useful cut and insert to get a new broad cycle with no new produced breaks or on which we do a useful cut and insert of kind 3 to get a new broad cycle, we call this new broad cycle the main segment $m_1$’s **first goal broad cycle**.

We will prove that: at each big step, if there is at least one Hamilton cycle in this graph and we have not got one yet, we always can have a useful cut and insert to get a main segment’s new broad cycle, until we get a Hamilton cycle at last.

**Our algorithm supposes that the graph contains at least one Hamilton cycle, if so, we can get one in polynomial time; if not, our algorithm fails in polynomial time (“fail” means when we have not got a Hamilton cycle and we also cannot have a useful cut and insert), then we give the result “No”**.

For convenience, we only prove this algorithm for un-directed graphs with maximum degree 3, because this is also an NP complete problem [21].

In the latter proof process, for convenience of proof, because we suppose the graph has at least one Hamilton cycle, we choose one Hamilton cycle as the “main goal Hamilton cycle”.

**Please note: we use the concept “main goal Hamilton cycle” in order to explain the proof well. We can choose any one Hamilton cycle of this graph as the main goal Hamilton cycle. We will explain this clearly later. As this concept is only for the proof, in real computation, we do not know which one is the main goal Hamilton cycle.**

We call an edge which is contained in the main goal Hamilton cycle a **good edge**, otherwise, a **bad edge**.

Suppose that $aijkfebcdghla$ is the main goal Hamilton cycle and the $(k, l)$’s one broad cycle be $abcdefghijkl*a$. We call the segment $bcd$ a good part in this broad cycle, they are connected (do not contain breaks) and all their edges are good edges (at its two end sides, $de$ and $ba$ are not good edges). Also $al$, $gh$, $ijk$, $fe$ are good parts. We call each good part’s two end vertices (for example vertices $b$, $d$) side vertices, and call other vertices inner vertices in this part. We also call vertices $k$, $l$ break side vertices as stated before.

When we do a useful cut and insert on broad cycle $C_1$ to get a new broad cycle $C_2$, if we prescribe that after this cut and insert, all the inner vertices in $C_1$ are still inner vertices in $C_2$ (all good edges in $C_1$ are all still in $C_2$); all coming edges in $C_2$ are good edges, and at least one such new good edge is incident upon one vertex of $C_1$’s core consecutive pair. We call such a useful cut and insert a good useful cut and insert. If $C_2$’s main segment is not new, i.e., it was as main segment before and cannot be repeated, we call this cut and insert a good cut and insert (of course, a good useful cut and insert is also a good cut and insert). We call other (useful) cut and inserts bad (useful) cut and inserts. We always keep the main goal Hamilton cycle. Good edges, bad edges and a good cut and insert depend on the main goal Hamilton cycle.

**Note: when we compute on a graph, we do not know which one is a good cut and insert, because we do not know the main goal Hamilton cycle and the good edges. This concept is only for our proof.**

In a broad cycle, if vertex $a$, $b$ are consecutive, $ab$ is an edge, and vertex $a$ is a side vertex, we call $ab$ a side vertex pair and call vertex $a$ the key side vertex of this side vertex pair. Each side vertex pair has one key side vertex. If vertex $b$ is also a side vertex, then $ba$ is another side vertex pair in which $b$ is the key side vertex.

If we do a useful cut and insert on broad cycle 1 to get a broad cycle 2, we say that the broad cycle 1 is the broad cycle 2’s father or ancestor, and the broad cycle 2 is the broad cycle 1’s son or descendant.

We explain the descendants. Let $b_1$ be a broad cycle with main segment $m_1$. After a useful cut and insert of
kind 1, 2 or 3, we get a broad cycle \( b_2 \) with main segment \( m_2 \). After a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on \( b_2 \) we get a broad cycle \( b_3 \) with a quasi-main segment \( q_3 \) and an additional main segment \( a_3 \). Then after several useful cut and inserts we get \( q_3 \)’s final goal broad cycle \( b_4 \), and we choose \( a_3 \) as the new main segment of \( b_4 \). Then we do a useful cut and insert of kind 1, 2, 3 on it to get a new broad cycle \( b_5 \) with a new main segment \( m_5 \). \( B_2, b_3, b_4, b_5 \) are the descendants of \( b_1 \), and \( m_2, q_3, a_3, m_5 \) are the descendants of \( m_1 \).

For a main segment \( m \), before it gets to its final goal broad cycle, all its descendants are also called its direct descendants. After it gets to its final goal broad cycle, we take an additional main segment \( a \) as the current main segment. We call \( a \)’s direct descendants \( m \)’s indirect descendants. Also \( a \)’s indirect descendants are \( m \)’s indirect descendants. Both are descendants.

If we do good cut and inserts step by step on broad cycle \( L_1 \) of main segment \( m_1 \) to get a Hamilton cycle, we call it \( L_1 \)’s (or \( m_1 \)’s) final goal Hamilton cycle.

For a broad cycle, if we can do one or more good useful cut and inserts step by step on it to get a Hamilton cycle, we call it a good useful broad cycle.

If we change a broad cycle’s some vertices’ positions and keep the main segment unchanged, other breaks can be kept or disappear, keep each additional main segments unchanged or it disappears, we say that we re-permute this broad cycle.

How to know a broad cycle is a good useful broad cycle and the good cut and insert? They depend on the main goal Hamilton cycle, because whether an edge is a good edge or a bad edge depends the main goal Hamilton cycle. But a broad cycle’s final goal Hamilton cycle may be different from the main goal Hamilton cycle and two broad cycles’ final goal Hamilton cycles also may be different. These do not have contradiction. We have two different cases:

**Different case 1**: in this case, only the inner vertices in one broad cycle change their positions in another broad cycle and also this does not affect the good cut and inserts. We take an example to explain: suppose the main goal Hamilton is: \( abjihgfedcmnopa \). A broad cycle is: \( abcdefghij*lmnopa, ij*lm \) is its main segment. We do a rotation on it to get a Hamilton cycle: \( abjihgfedcmnopa \), it is the broad cycle’s goal Hamilton at this permutation. But we can re-permute the broad cycle as: \( abcdhij*lmnefgopa \), we do a good cut and insert (the same one as on the former broad cycle) on it to get another Hamilton cycle: \( ajihdclemnfgopa \).

**Different case 2**: suppose that the broad cycle \( ajihefgdcebmnopklnqa \) is the main goal Hamilton cycle, \( abcedefghijklmnop*qa \) is a broad cycle of the main segment \( op*qa \). After a good cut and insert we get: \( abcedefghij*nopklmqa \). Then we do another good cut and insert (a rotation) on it to get \( ajihefgdcebnpkoplmqa \). This is the broad cycle’s final goal Hamilton cycle. Please note that the main goal Hamilton cycle is different from the broad cycle’s final goal Hamilton cycle, but we define the good edge, bad edge and good cut and insert still according to the main goal Hamilton cycle.

Please note: in real computation, because we do not know the main goal Hamilton cycle, we may get a Hamilton cycle by a non-good useful cut and insert. This Hamilton cycle may be different from the main goal Hamilton cycle, also different from the goal Hamilton cycles in the above two different cases.

The concept of main goal Hamilton cycle is important. Now we explain it carefully. 1) At first, we can choose any one Hamilton cycle of this graph as the main goal Hamilton cycle. Later, when we decide good edges, good cut and inserts, or good useful broad cycles, we always keep the same main goal Hamilton cycle. 2) After we have got one or more good useful broad cycles, each good useful broad cycle has its final goal Hamilton cycle. Different good useful broad cycles may have different final goal Hamilton cycles. One main segment’s good useful broad cycles with different permutations may have different final goal Hamilton cycles. Also at last a good useful broad cycle’s goal Hamilton cycle may be different from the main goal Hamilton cycle. For these, there are two different cases as stated above. But for a broad cycle, we define the good edges, bad edges and good cut and insert always according to the main goal Hamilton cycle. All these we can see in the process of our proof.

If we can do a good cut and insert on a broad cycle to get a new broad cycle with only one (or zero) new break (please note that every cut and insert only produces at most two new breaks), we call it a easy broad cycle, otherwise a hard broad cycle. Usually most broad cycles are easy broad cycles. Only at special case, a broad cycle is a hard broad cycle. We take an example to explain the special case of a hard broad cycle: a hard broad cycle \( L_1 \) is: \( abcedefghijlmnop*qrstuvwxa \), other edges: \( ah, bw, cf, du, el, gq, ip, jn, mt, os, pk, qx, rv \). Please note that \( ip, qx \), are good edges but \( ij, xw \) are also good edges. The main goal Hamilton cycle is: \( abcduvwxqrstmnopijklegfa \). So
we cannot do a good cut and insert on it to get a broad cycle with only one new break. We can cut the segment \textit{ijklmnop}, do an extension on it and then insert it between \textit{de}, then we get a broad cycle \textit{L2: abcd*mnopijk*gh*rqstuvwxai} with two new breaks (and thus seems two new main segments). We call the segment \textit{gh*rq} a quasi-main segment, call \textit{cd*mn} an additional main segment and we choose the quasi-main segment as the new main segment. Each broad cycle can have only one main segment.

Now, we express the algorithm.

For an \( n \) vertices graph, firstly, we can easily construct a broad cycle \( L_1 \) with \( r (r >0, \text{if it is 0, this is enough} \) breaks. We only guarantee that there are no isolated vertices in \( L_1 \). This requirement is easy to get for a graph with minimum degree 2. For each break, we have a possible main segment. We call each one a seeded break segment (of four vertices or two side vertex pairs, we call each this side vertex pair a seeded break side vertex pair) and call its break a seeded break. Later, we do useful cut and inserts on it to get new broad cycles with new main segments (useful main segments) and do useful cut and inserts on new broad cycles to get more new broad cycles with new main segments (step by step). We call these new main segments (including quasi-main segments and additional main segments if they will be as main segments later) “produced main segments” and call these new breaks “produced breaks”. We first choose any one of the seeded main segments in \( L_1 \) as the current new main segment (say \( m_1 \)). From \( m_1 \) to its final goal broad cycle, any useful cut and insert must get a new broad cycle with a new main segment which is a useful main segment. After a useful cut and insert on \( m_1 \) we get a new broad cycle with a new main segment (or if there are no new breaks, we try to choose one break segment in this new broad cycle as the new main segment). Then we do useful cut and inserts on the current new main segment step by step according to depth-first (i.e., each step, we have a new main segment (a useful main segment) as the current main segment and when cut a segment we always cut from the break of the current main segment). Because usually there are more than one possible useful cut and inserts on the current main segment of the current broad cycle, we use the depth-first rule. In this depth-first way, we can get a broad cycle tree. We choose each step’s new broad cycle and its new main segment as the current broad cycle and the current main segment. If we get a new broad cycle on which we cannot do a useful cut and insert to get a new broad cycle, it is a leaf and we return to its father and then try to do another useful cut and insert on the father. If we get a new broad cycle with a new break segment, we choose it as the new main segment and take the new broad cycle as the current broad cycle. If we get a new broad cycle with a quasi-main segment and an additional main segment, we choose the quasi-main segment as the current new main segment. Both the quasi-main segment and the additional main segment must be useful main segments. If we get a new broad cycle with no new breaks, we can choose another break segment in this new broad cycle as the main segment and then continue. We first try to choose an additional main segment as the current main segment. We have to choose the latest (the newest produced) additional main segment as the current main segment. The additional main segment can be as a current main segment only when its quasi-main segment has got its final goal broad cycle. If the quasi-main segment cannot get its final goal broad cycle, delete this broad cycle and its descendants and then return 0 to the father. If there are no additional main segments, i.e., no produced breaks, we choose a seeded break segment as the main segment and set all main segments as unused, and then delete all other broad cycles and only keep the current broad cycle. Then do the above process from a new start again (i.e. produce a new broad cycle tree). Until all the seeded breaks and produced breaks disappear and thus we get a Hamilton cycle. Or, until at any time we cannot continue to get a new broad cycle by a useful cut and insert (this means no Hamilton cycle in the graph). Because we will prove that if there is at least one Hamilton cycle in the graph, then we can successfully finish the algorithm and get one Hamilton cycle. Thus, if the algorithm fails at any step, it means there are no Hamilton cycles in the graph.

In the depth-first search tree, the first broad cycle with a seeded break segment as the first main segment is the root of the tree. The tree has leaves. If a broad cycle does not have any useful cut and inserts to get new broad cycles, it is a leaf. And when a Hamilton cycle (or a final goal broad cycle of the first main segment) is got, it is a leaf.

For the broad cycle \textit{abcdefghijklmnop*qrstuvwvxzy}, after a useful cut and insert of kind 4 (its key segment is: \textit{ijklmnop}), we get: \textit{abcdefgh*qrst*mnopijkluvwxyz}, if \textit{lm}, \textit{tu} are bad edges (or breaks) and \textit{lu} is a good edge, we call \textit{st*mn} a correct additional main segment. Otherwise, it is a wrong additional main segment. There are two kinds of wrong additional main segments: kind 1: \textit{hi} is a bad edge and \textit{pi} is a good edge, this means that we can get a correct additional main segment by the same key segment; kind 2: otherwise.
At first we take a seeded break segment as the main segment, we call it the first main segment and call its final goal broad cycle the **main final goal broad cycle**.

From the first main segment, if we always do good useful cut and inserts, then we can quickly get its final goal broad cycle. We can do this in a lot of different paths. We call all these main segments **good main segments**. A correct additional main segment is also a good main segment (or good additional main segment). If we do a good useful cut and insert on a good main segment, the son is a good main segment. Others are bad main segments.

If at first we do some bad useful cut and inserts, some coming edges must be bad edges. Then we get a good main segment. Then we always do good useful cut and inserts while keeping the bad coming edges in the broad cycles. If we can get to the good main segment’s final goal broad cycle and can get to the main final goal broad cycle, we say that the bad edges do not affect the good main segment. This means there is another main goal Hamilton cycle. This case does not affect our algorithm and proof, so we do not mind it. We call this a **good optional case**.

For a good main segment, if we always do good cut and inserts step by step on it, we can get to its final goal broad cycle. In this process, all the new main segments are the good main segment’s good descendants. Also it is their good ancestor. These good descendants are also good main segments.

Please note: in fact, the meaning of “re-permute” is as this: a broad cycle $b_1$ has a good main segment $ab*cd$ which has a good descendant $ef*gh$. We can do good cut and inserts step by step on $b_1$ to get a broad cycle whose main segment is $ef*gh$. But we can get a broad cycle with main segment $ef*gh$ in a different branch of the tree. These two broad cycles have the same main segments $ef*gh$, but have different permutations.

**Additional main segments are the “trouble makers”**. Now we explain additional main segment operating rule:

A broad cycle $abcdefgij*klmnopqrstuvwxyz...$, after a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on it, we get the broad cycle: $ab*lmno*hijkcd*xyz...$, no*hi is the additional main segment.

1. Before we take no*hi as the main segment, suppose the current main segment is wx*yz, the current broad cycle is: $lmno*hijkcd*xyz...$, wx*yz is the main segment and $xe$ is an edge. We can do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on it to get: $lmnopqrstuvwxyzefghikcd*yz$.

2. Suppose the current main segment is wx*yz, the current broad cycle is: $lmno*hijkcd*xyz...$, po is a good edge, $pq$ is a bad edge and $yq$ is an edge, we do a useful cut and insert of kind 1 on it to get $lmno*hijkcd*xyz...$, we can do another useful cut and insert on it to get $lmnopqrstuvwxyzefghikcd*yz...$, i.e., we only need one step to recover the good edge po. Please note: we only suppose it is a good edge or a bad edge, it may be not, because we do not know.

3. A broad cycle: $abcdefgij*klmnopqrstuvwxyz...$, $jk*lm$ is an additional main segment and ok, $lp$ are former gone edges. When we take $jk*lm$ as the current main segment, we can do a rotation (one step) to let it disappear (i.e., to recover its old edges). This time, we treat the additional main segment $jk*lm$ (including its coming edges) as not used.

4. A broad cycle: $abcdefgij*klmnopqrstuvwx...$, $op*qr$ is the main segment and $lq, pg$ are edges. $gh*ij$ is an additional main segment (when we inserted the key segment $cdefgh$ between $bi$ to get, and $ch$ is an edge). Now we do a useful cut and insert of kind 2 on it to get $abcdefgmnop*ijklmno*ijklq...$, i.e., we suppose (only suppose) $gh$ is a bad edge. In order to let the isolated vertex disappear, then before we do such a useful cut and insert of kind 2, we first do one step to adjust the additional main segment. The adjusted broad cycle is: $abchgfed*ijklmnopqrstuvwx...$, we do a useful cut and insert of kind 2 on it to get a new broad cycle: $abch*mnopgfed*ijklq...$.

5. If the current main segment is an additional main segment and after it failed: i): $ab*cd...ghi...$, $ab*cd$ is an additional main segment and its key segment is $cd...i$, then we can do a rotation to get $abgh...decij...$, that $bh$ and $ci$ are not edges does not matter; ii): $ab*cd...ghi...$, $ab*cd$ is an additional main segment and its key segment is $cd...gh$, then if $ab*cd$ failed, we can re-do the extension on the key segment and then insert it to get another additional main segment and take it as the current main segment.

6. A broad cycle: $abcd*efghijk*lmnopqrstuvwxyz...$, $jk*lm$ is the main segment, we do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on it to get: $ab*lmno*deijklmnopqrstuvwxyz...$ each vertex $n, d$ will have two possible coming edges. We can first choose any one as coming edge.

In all the above case (1) to (5), we do not have to keep the coming edges of the additional main segment.
Except the above cases, when we take an additional main segment as the current main segment, all coming edges must be kept in its descendants.

Please note that if an additional main segment is a wrong additional main segment of kind 1 as stated above, we only need one step to recover its good gone edges or only need one step to recover it to the correct position. This time we treat it as not used and do not mind coming edges.

Please note when we say that only need one step to recover it to the correct position, it only means we have the opportunity to do so. In the above cases, when we do not know which one is a good or a bad edge, we still can do so.

After we do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on a good main segment, we get a good quasi-main segment and a bad additional main segment $a$. In the process to get to $q$’s final goal broad cycle, if it is affected by the additional main segment $a$, we only need one step to recover $a$ to the correct position. If it is not affected by $a$, after we get $q$’s final goal broad cycle and after the $a$ fails to get to its final goal broad cycle, we also only need one step to get a good additional main segment.

After we took an additional main segment as the main segment, only when we finished its all descendants and failed, then we can re-do the extension and insert on the key segment to get another additional main segment.

After a main segment $m$ has got to its final goal broad cycle, if then an additional main segment cannot get to its final goal broad cycle after all its descendants are finished, then we can return back to the descendants of $m$ again in depth-first way to try other branches (according to the following repeating rules when the following problems happen, i.e., if without the problems and the repeating rules, we cannot return back in this case).

There are three problems.

Problem 1: we prescribe that: all coming edges must be kept in all descendant broad cycles, including direct and indirect descendants. This also can guarantee that any two additional main segments (one is an ancestor of the other) have four different side vertex pairs. But these coming edges may be bad edges. If due to this, some good main segments cannot get to their final goal broad cycle, this is a problem. We call such bad edges destroying edges of these good main segments. Because we do not know which edge is good or bad and which main segment is good or bad, destroying edges may be for good and bad main segments and they may be good or bad edges.

Suppose we do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on a main segment $m$ to get a quasi-main segment $q$ and an additional main segment $a$ and the key segment is $k$. Then we get $q$’s final goal broad cycle $b$. Then $b$ is the current broad cycle and $a$ is the current main segment and we must keep its coming edges in each descendants. If $a$ cannot get to the main final goal broad cycle, we say $a$ fails. At last we must take $b$ as the current broad cycle and redo the extension on the key segment $k$ and then re-insert it to get another additional main segment (please note: the key segment $k$ may have changed, this does not affect our algorithm). If we cannot get such an additional main segment, return 0 to $m$ then try $m$’s other sons or if fail return 0 to $m$’s father and then try the father’s other sons.

If a main segment cannot get to the main final goal broad cycle after its all descendants are done, we call it a failed main segment.

A destroying edge of a main segment’s any one descendant is also a destroying edge of this main segment if this main segment’s broad cycle contains the destroying edge.

We will explain the repeating rule for the problem 1 deeply later in the proof.

When we take an additional main segment as the main segment, except the cases stated in the additional main segment operating rule, former ancestor coming edges cannot be deleted, so these coming edges may be as destroying edges for the additional main segment.

If a main segment $m$ cannot have a son $m_1$ due to a destroying edge $d$, we call $m$ a destroyed leaf main segment of the destroying edge $d$. But the broad cycle of $m$ may not be a leaf because it may have other sons.

A main segment can be repeated one time later for each descendant destroyed leaf main segment combined with the destroying edge if the main segment’s broad cycle contains this destroying edge.

From a main segment to its one descendant leaf or to its one descendant destroyed leaf main segment of the depth-first search tree, we call this a single path of this tree, or a path.

If in a single path, all main segments are good main segments, we call it a good single path, otherwise, a bad single path.

Now we explain the logic of the main segment repeating rules for destroying edges.
Only when a destroying edge is a bad edge, it is necessary to do the repeating; and only when a main segment is a good main segment, it is necessary to repeat this main segment. But because we do not know which is good or bad, we may repeat both. This does not affect the polynomial.

A bad destroying edge of a good main segment can always be as its destroying edge of this main segment (of this main segment, because we do not know if it is a good main segment or a bad), even if the good main segment set changes.

A good main segment’s good sons are limited. A good main segment’s good sons that are destroyed by destroying edges are limited.

For a good main segment, it is enough to get only one good son of it, no matter which one. So, if it cannot have good sons due to its destroying edges, only repeating it one time for one good son is enough.

In the broad cycle search tree, if a single path has only one destroying edge, apparently we only have to repeat this branch one time for this destroying edge.

Because different paths contain different main segments unless for the main segment repeating rules, then the paths cannot be multiplied to exponential.

Now we take an example to explain why we do not have to check all possible combinations of destroying edges and we only need to repeat a main segment for each destroying edge with a destroyed leaf main segment (i.e., repeat one time for each destroying edge-destroyed leaf main segment pair).

Suppose a main segment $m_1$ is destroyed by three destroying edges $d_1, d_2,$ and $d_3$. Firstly we repeat $m_1$ for $d_1$. This time, the broad cycle does not contain edge $d_1$ and we do not mind if it contains other destroying edges. Secondly we repeat $m_1$ for $d_2$. Also, the broad cycle does not contain edge $d_2$ and we do not mind if it contains other destroying edges (some special cases see the case 1 to case 14 later). Thirdly we repeat $m_1$ for $d_3$. Also, the broad cycle does not contain edge $d_3$ and we do not mind if it contains other destroying edges. But if the broad cycle does not contain these three edges at the same time, we only need to repeat it one time.

Now this is enough, we never repeat $m_1$ for the same destroying edge $d_1$ (or $d_2, d_3$, with main segment $m_1$) again later. Because if $m_1$ is a good main segment and it fails, at least one of $d_1, d_2,$ and $d_3$ is a bad edge, i.e., a real destroying edge. When we repeat $m_1$ for $d_1, d_2, d_3$, we can get a good son of $m_1$. We always concern the lowest good descendant. So after we get a good son of $m_1$, no matter at what place of the broad cycle tree to get the good son, we do not have to concern $m_1$ later unless for repeating. But if we get another main segment with the same destroying edge $d_1$, we have to repeat that main segment for $d_1$, because that main segment may be the lowest good descendant.

But how can we get the lowest good descendant? Because we do the depth-first search, we always have the opportunity to get it, no matter at what place of the depth-first search tree to get.

In order to get $m_1$‘s good descendants, we may still have to repeat $m_1$, but must repeat $m_1$ for a different destroying edge-main segment pair. If $m_1$ is a good main segment and $d_1$ is a real destroying edge (a bad edge), we always can get a good descendant with a different destroying edge-main segment pair after we repeat $m_1$ for $d_1$ unless success. For all other complicated cases, recursively think in this way.

Please note that if we repeat $m_1$ for $d_1$, then we get a descendant $m_2$ which is destroyed by $d_2$. Then when the broad cycle does not contain $d_2$ but contains $d_1$, we can repeat $m_2$. Then later we still can repeat $m_2$ for $d_1$ if it is destroyed by $d_1$.

Suppose a main segment $m$ has three (or more) destroying edges $d_1, d_2,$ and $d_3$. When we repeat $m$ for $d_1$ (i.e., when the broad cycle does not contain $d_1$), we get a descendant $m_2$ and $m_2$ is destroyed by destroying edges $e_1, e_2, e_3$. Then we repeat $m$ for $d_1$ and $e_1$, we get a descendant main segment $m_3$ which is destroyed by $f_1, f_2, f_3$. Then we call $d_1, e_1, f_1$ a series of destroying edges for $m$ in a single path (at first $m$ has three series of destroying edges: $d_1, d_2,$ and $d_3$, each is a series of destroying edges. Then the series of destroying edges $d_1$ is updated to $d_1, e_1$. Then the series of destroying edges $d_1, e_1$ is updated to three series of destroying edges: $d_1, e_1, f_1; d_1, e_1, f_2; d_1, e_1, f_3$). When we remember a series of destroying edges, we also remember this single path together with it. When we repeat for the destroying edge $f_1$ of this series, the broad cycle must not contain edge $d_1, e_1, f_1$. Also, $d_1, e_1, f_2,$ and $d_1, e_1, f_3$ each is a series of destroying edges. In this way, a main segment has one or more series of destroying edges. They form a sub-tree. When we repeat the main segment for the series of destroying edges: $d_1, e_1, f_1$, we may get another destroying edge $g$ between $d_1$ and $e_1$. Then we have a new series of destroying edges $d_1, g$. Later we will combine $d_1, g$ with $e_1, f_1$ to shape this series of destroying edges: $d_1, g, e_1, f_1$. 
If a good main segment $m$ does not have good sons due to the destroying edges $d_1, d_2$, and $d_3$ (or more), we only need to repeat $m$ for $d_1, d_2, d_3$ separately and we then can get a good son. Of course we can repeat $m$ one time when the broad cycle does not contain the three edges $d_1, d_2, d_3$.

For a main segment $m$ with one or more series of destroying edges, for each series of destroying edges, when the broad cycle does not contain these edges, we repeat $m$ one time. Then we have an opportunity to get a good single path in the tree.

Each series of destroying edges has a key destroying edge with a key destroyed leaf main segment which are the last destroying edge and the last destroyed leaf main segment.

A main segment can repeat at most one time for each series of destroying edges, i.e., for the key destroying edge with the key destroyed leaf main segment.

Please note: for the same main segment, when at different place of the depth-first search tree, its series of destroying edges may be different. This does not matter. We can get more and more destroying edges for a main segment.

The main segment repeating rule for destroying edges is: for each destroying edge together with its destroyed leaf main segment, a main segment which is the destroyed leaf main segment’s ancestor (direct or indirect) and whose broad cycle contains the destroyed edge can be repeated one time later.

Exactly, the main segment repeating rule for destroying edges is: for a main segment, for each series of destroying edges of it, this main segment can be repeated one time later when the broad cycle does not contain all the destroying edges of this series.

A main segment can be repeated in the scope from the first main segment to the main final goal broad cycle. For example, if we have got an additional main segment $m$’s final goal broad cycle, and then we take another additional main segment $m_1$ as the current main segment. $M_1$ is destroyed by some destroying edges so we cannot get its final goal broad cycle and the broad cycle of $m$ contain these destroying edges, then we say $m$ is also destroyed by these destroying edges and can be repeated for these destroying edges later.

Why can we repeat a good main segment in the depth-first search tree? Because at first we always have a good main segment in the tree and this good main segment’s broad cycle does not contain any destroying edges, for example, the first main segment. Such a good main segment’s good son also does not contain any real destroying edges. Later, a good main segment’s broad cycle may contain some destroying edges. Before we get a destroying edge, we always have the opportunity not to have this destroying edge. We can recursively think in this way in the depth-first search. Due to the depth-first rule, before getting this good main segment’s good son, we may do other bad paths. If we did not get good main segments in bad paths, we can come to the good main segment to get its good son. If we got the good son in a bad path, we can continue in the bad path, if we can successfully get a final broad cycle in a bad path, it is enough. If not, we still can come back to the main segment to get its good son by repeating the main segment of its good son.

For an additional main segment, after it was as the main segment, it and its descendants shape a sub tree and it is the root of the sub tree. Its final goal broad cycle is a leaf. From the root to each leaf or a destroyed leaf main segment, there is a series of destroying edges (or no destroying edges in this single path). Later, this additional main segment can be repeated one time for each series of destroying edges.

Please note:

1) For each destroying edge with its destroyed leaf main segment, a main segment which is an ancestor of the destroyed leaf main segment and which contains the destroying edge can be repeated at most one time.

2) For each series of destroying edges, the key is its last destroyed leaf main segment with the last destroying edge. Later when the broad cycle does not contain all destroying edges of one (or more) series, then $m$ is repeated one time for this series of destroying edges.

3) A main segment may have different series of destroying edges at different place of the tree, but this does not matter. For a series of destroying edges, a main segment can be repeated one time anywhere of the depth-first search tree when the broad cycle does not contain these destroying edges of the series.

4) When we repeat a main segment $m$ for its one series of destroying edges, we may also then repeat its son. Repeating the son is also according to the repeating rule. If the son was repeated at other place, then we do not repeat it again here (but we must remember that the son’s new series of destroying edges are also $m$’s series of destroying edges and $m$ may have to be repeated later for this series of destroying edges.)
Because we prescribe that a coming edge cannot be deleted in its descendants, then a main segment cannot be a descendant of itself.

For each series of destroying edges, there is a single path. We have to remember this single path including the main segments it contains.

Suppose a main segment $s$ has two sons $m, n, m$ has a descendant $m_1$ which is destroyed by edge $d_1$, and $n$ has a descendant $n_1$ which is destroyed by edge $e_1$. Then $s$ has two series of destroying edges: $d_1, e_1$. When the broad cycle does not contain $d_1$, we repeat $s$ (also $m$ and $m_1$) for $d_1$ and we get $m_1$’s two new descendants $m_{11}, m_{12}$. $m_{11}$ and $m_{12}$ are in different branches of the tree. $M_{11}$ is destroyed by $d_{11}$, and $m_{12}$ is destroyed by $e_{12}$. When the broad cycle does not contain $e_1$, we repeat $s$ (also $m$ and $n_1$) for $e_1$ and we get $n_1$’s two new descendants $n_{11}, n_{12}$. $n_{11}$ and $n_{12}$ are in different branches of the tree. $N_{11}$ is destroyed by $e_{11}$, and $n_{12}$ is destroyed by $e_{12}$. Then $s$ has four series of destroying edges: series $1: d_1, d_{11}$; series $2: d_1, d_{12}$; series $3: e_1, e_{11}$; series $4: e_1, e_{12}$.

Now we explain how to construct the series of destroying edges of a main segment:

Case 1: when we repeat $s$ for series $1$, and when the broad cycles do not contain destroying edges $d_1, d_{11}$, if we cannot get $s$ or $m$ or $m_1$, this does not matter.

Case 2: when we try to repeat $s$ for series $1$, we may get the main segment $s$, but if the broad cycle contains destroying edge $d_1$ or $d_{11}$, then we cannot repeat $s$ here, i.e., only when the broad cycle does not contain all destroying edges of a series, we can repeat the main segment for this series.

Case 3: if later $m_{11}$ has two series of destroying edges $s_1, s_2$, we must add these two series to $s$’s series, i.e., $s_1 + d_1$ is a new series of destroying edges of $s$, and $s_2 + d_1$ is another series. So a main segment’s series of destroying edges look like a tree, but it is not exactly the same as the main segment or broad cycle tree.

Case 4: when we repeat $s$ for series $1$, we repeat $s$, then $m$, then $m_1$, but $m_{11}$ has been repeated at other place for $d_{11}$, then we cannot repeat $m_{11}$ again for $d_{11}$, (but we must remember $m_{11}$ is a descendant of $m_1, m, s$).

Case 5: when we repeat $s$ for series $1$, the broad cycle does not contain destroying edges $d_1, d_{11}$. But if we repeat $m_{11}$, we only need that the broad cycle does not contain destroying edge $d_{11}$. Also the descendants of $m_{11}$ can contain destroying edge $d_1$.

Case 6: If a main segment has a series of destroying edges with their destroyed leaf main segments: $d_1, m_1; d_2, m_2, d_3, m_3, d_4, m_4$ then $d_1, m_1$. We must delete this series of destroying edges as well as its single path (i.e., do not remember it), because if it is a good path, the main segment cannot repeat. We only delete this series of destroying edges as well as its single path. Other series of destroying edges which may share some parts of this series cannot be deleted. Also for $m_1$, the series $d_3, m_3, d_4, m_4$ and $d_1, m_1$ have to be remembered.

Case 7: If in a single path of a series of destroying edges, an additional main segment $m_1$ has a descendant $m_2$ and then $m_2$ also has a descendant $m_1$, we have to delete this single path as well as its series of destroying edges. But from $m_2$ to $m_1$, we have to remember (as series of destroying edges).

Case 8: After we take an additional main segment as the main segment, later, from it to each destroyed leaf main segment as well as to its final goal broad cycle, there is a series of destroying edges as well as a single path (i.e., a sub-tree).

Suppose when we get an additional main segment $m_1$’s final goal broad cycle, $m_1$ has two series of destroying edges $s_1$ and $s_2$. $s_2$ is to the final goal broad cycle. Then we take another additional main segment $m_2$ as the main segment and then $m_2$ has three series of destroying edges: $a, b, c$. Then the series $s_2$ of $m_1$ become three series: $s_2 + a; s_2 + b; s_2 + c$. Later if we first get $m_2$ as the main segment then $m_1$, we still can calculate series of destroying edges in this way. There is no contradiction, i.e., their order is temporary.

Case 9: A main segment $s$ can be repeated at most one time for each destroyed leaf main segment together with the destroying edge. This destroying edge came to the broad cycle before $s$ occurs. For $s$, we do not consider destroying edges which come to the broad cycle after $s$. But a descendant may be repeated for a destroying edge after $s$. So the two paths of two series of destroying edges may contain the same main segments. A destroyed leaf main segment may also occur two (or more) times under $s$ (but old one is deleted immediately). If a destroyed leaf main segment has two destroying edges, one come before the main segment $s$, the other come after $s$, then it can be repeated one time under $s$ for the destroying edge after $s$. But, after we repeated a single path for a series of destroying edges, the old single path is deleted and this series of destroying edges is updated. So, in fact, in a main segment’s sub-tree, in its all series of destroying edges, a main segment can occur at most one time.

Case 10: a broad cycle: abcdefgh*ijkl..., gh*ij is a good main segment, de is a bad edge and ei is a good edge.
After a good useful cut and insert we get: $abcd\ast hgf\ast ijkld\ldots$. But we may get the main segment $gh\ast ij$ in such a broad cycle: $abcdmn\ldots op\ast efgh\ast ijkld\ldots$, $op\ast ef$ is a correct additional main segment. Then after a good useful cut and insert we get $abcdmn\ldots op\ast hgf\ast ijkld\ldots$, i.e., the good main segment $gh\ast ij$ has two different good sons. Please note: they belong to the same close side vertex pair set. So, we prescribe that a destroying edge in the descendants of $op\ast hg$ is also a destroying edge for the descendants of $cd\ast hg$ and vice versa (when the destroying edge is for the same side vertex pair in both cases).

Case 11: Let $m$ be a good main segment. $m$ has a bad son $m_1$ and a good son $m_2$ (we did not get them). $m_1$ has a destroying edge $d_1$ which is a good edge. $m_1$ has a descendant $m_3$ which is a good main segment and $m_3$ has a destroying edge $d_3$. Now we get $m$ and $m_1$'s bad son $m_1$ and we repeat $m_1$ for $d_1$ when the broad cycle does not contain $d_1$ and $d_3$. We get a good descendant $m_4$ of $m_3$ which is destroyed by an edge $d_3$. The broad cycle of $m$ contains $d_3$. Then we return to $m$ to get its good son $m_2$. $m_2$ has a good descendant $m_22$ and $m_22$ also has a good son $m_3$. Because $m_3$ has been done and the broad cycle contains $d_3$, we cannot repeat $m_3$ and its descendants again here. But we have to remember that $m_22$ has a son $m_3$. Later when we want to repeat $m$ for $d_1$, but the broad cycle contains $d_1$, so we cannot repeat this single path $m, m_1, m_3, m_4$. But because we remember that $m_22$ has a son $m_3$, we can repeat $m, m_2, m_22, m_3$ and $m_4$. Please note that we only remember $m_22$'s son $m_3$ and we only have to check if the broad cycle contains the destroying edges in the descendants of $m_3$ one time. When as a descendant of $m_1$, if $m_4$ is destroyed by a coming edge of $m_1$, or of $m_1$'s a bad descendant, then when we return to $m$ to get $m$'s another son $m_2$, because the broad cycle does not contain the coming edge of $m_1$ or of $m_1$'s a bad descendant, we can repeat $m_3, m_4$ in $m_2$'s descendants. When as a descendant of $m_1$, if $m_4$ is not destroyed, we can continue on $m_4$ and its descendants. This time $m_4$ and its descendants can get the good edge $d_1$ again if needs.

Case 12: a broad cycle $abcde\ldots fg\ldots hi\ldots jk\ldots lm\ast op\ldots$, $lm\ast op$ is the main segment and $mc$ is an edge. $Fg$ and $jk$ are not coming edges. Firstly, if we want to do a useful cut and insert of kind 1 on it and if $cd$ is a former coming edge, then $cd$ is a destroying edge. Later if we want to do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on it, the key segment is $ede\ldots fg\ldots hi\ldots jk\ldots lm$ and if $bc$ is a former coming edge, then $bc$ is a destroying edge. But $bc$ and $cd$ belong to different series of edges. If $mc$ is a good edge, then the key segment must contain at least one bad gone edge 1 (i.e., this edge can be as the gone edge 1 and it is a bad edge, though it may be a destroying edge). Suppose $bc$ is not a destroying edge and $hi$ is a destroying edge for the useful cut and insert of kind 4. Later when the broad cycle with the same main segment $lm\ast op$ does not contain the destroying edge $hi$, the broad cycle has three possible kinds (when without new breaks in the key segment): kind 1: $dcba\ldots lm\ast op\ldots$, this time there is no destroying edge, and we can do a rotation to get a son. Later we have to add the destroying edge $hi$ to the series of destroying edges of the son to shape the series of destroying edges of $lm\ast op$. Kind 2: $abcde\ldots fk\ldots lm\ast op\ldots$, $lm\ast op$ is the main segment, this time, $fk$ must be a bad gone edge 1 and thus a destroying edge (if $fk$ is a good edge, $fg$ and $jk$ must be bad edges, then we do not have to treat $hi$ as a destroying edge. If vertices $f, k$ or vertices $g, j$ are adjacent to vertices in the key segment, we can treat other bad gone edge 1 in the key segment.). Then $hi$ and $fk$ shape a series of destroying edges. Kind 3: $abed\ldots eg\ldots hx\ldots yi\ldots jk\ldots lm\ast op\ldots$, then $x\ldots y$ must contain at least one bad gone edge 1 (or a break) say $uv$ (if not, it means that except edge $hi$, the key segment must contain other bad gone edge 1 and thus we do not have to treat $hi$ as a bad gone edge 1 or as a destroying edge). Then $hi, uv$ shape a series of destroying edges if $uv$ is a coming edge (If vertices $u, v$ are adjacent to vertices in the key segment, we can find other bad gone edge 1 in the key segment correspondingly).

Case 13: a broad cycle: $...ab\ldots cd\ldots ef\ldots ghij\ldots kl\ldots mn\ldots op\ldots qr\ast st\ldots$, $qr\ast st$ is the main segment $m$. $ri$ is an edge. $fl, dn, bp$ are three edges (non-coming edges). We try to do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on the broad cycle. $ij\ldots kl\ldots mn\ldots op\ldots qr$ is the key segment (say $k_1$). $KL, mn$ and $op$ are three destroying edges. Firstly please note: that we only have to get the son $gh\ast st$ by a rotation or get $gh\ast st$ together with a correct additional main segment by a useful cut and insert of kind 4 is enough. These destroying edges destroy a good rotation (we do not know but we suppose it is a good rotation). For this case of destroying edges, we only design one series of destroying edges for the rotation. For additional main segments, the destroying edges see case 14. When the broad cycle does not contain exactly 1 of the 3 destroying edges (i.e., contains 3-1 of them), or 3 of the 3 destroying edges, any one case of these, we repeat the main segment one time. These also can be as different series of destroying edges. This is in order to have a possible good rotation on $m$ to get a good son. If when we repeat $m$ there are $k_1$ new destroying edges so that we cannot get such a rotation, in the same way, when the broad cycle does not contain 1 of $k_1$, 3 of $k_1\ldots$, we repeat $m$ again. Or, putting them together, when the broad cycle does not contain 0 of $k_1+3$, 2 of $k_1+3$, 4 of
$k_1+3$... edges, any one case of them, we repeat $m$. If then the key segment still has $k_2$ new destroying edges so that we cannot get the rotation, when the broad cycle does not contain exactly 1 of $k_1+k_2+3$, or 3 of $k_1+k_2+3$, or 5 of $k_1+k_2+3...$, we repeat $m$. In this case, if the rotation is a good rotation in a good path, at last we can get it. For each successful repeat, the son’s series of destroying edges is updated. Because all these are only for a rotation, i.e., for the same one son, they do not affect the polynomial. When we concern one coming edge the broad cycle contains, and when without such an edge, we can get a different additional main segment whose one coming edge is this edge. But we do not have to consider this edge is a destroying edge for this additional main segment, because if it is a bad edge, the additional main segment is a wrong additional main segment; if it is a good edge, we always can find other correct additional main segments or other bad destroying edges to destroy other correct additional main segments. We only remember that if the broad cycle contains this coming edge, we do not try to repeat this additional main segment.

Case 14: a broad cycle: $...ghij...kl...mn...op...qr*st...$, $qr*st$ is the main segment. $R_i$ is an edge. $ka, bl, mc, dn, oe, fp$ are six edges (non-coming edges). We try to do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on the broad cycle. $ij...kl...mn...op...qr$ is the key segment (say $k_1$). $Kl, mn$ and $op$ are three destroying edges. When the broad cycle does not contain the edges $kl, mn, op$, it is: $...ghij...ka...bl...mc...dn...oe...fp...qr*st...$. Suppose that this time the key segment $ij...ka...bl...mc...dn...oe...fp...qr$ (say $k_2$) does not contain any coming edges (if it contains, recursively handle it in this way and they form series of destroying edges). If $qr*st$ is a good main segment and $ri$ is a good edge and $hi$ is a bad edge, at least one of the three destroying edges $kl, mn, op$ is a bad edge (or the key segment $k_1$ must contain a bad edge which can be as the gone edge 1, thus we do not have to handle destroying edges), also at least one of the three segments $a...b, c...d, e...f$ contains one gone edge 1 by which we can get a correct additional main segment and $gh*st$ is a good son. So we can repeat $qr*st$ when the broad cycle does not contain each of the three edges $kl, mn, op$ (for example when we repeat the main segment while the broad cycle does not contain edge $kl$, we do not mind if it contains $mn$ or $op$. At last we always can get a correct additional main segment). And then the descendants and the series of destroying edges of the main segment $qr*st$ shape a sub-tree. Please note: if the key segment contains some coming edges whose vertices are adjacent to vertices in the key segment, we always can find some bad edges (or breaks) whose vertices are adjacent to vertices outside the key segment correspondingly. We take another example to explain this case of destroying edges. A broad cycle: $ab...cd...ef...gh...ij...kl...mn...op*qr...$, $pa, cn, el$ are edges and $op*qr$ is the main segment. We do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on it. The key segment is $ab...cd...ef...gh...ij...kl...mn...op$. If the gone edge 1 is $gh$ we can get an additional main segment $a_1$ and if the gone edge 1 is $ij$ we can get an additional main segment $a_2$. Suppose $a_1$ has a (or more) series of destroying edges $s_1$ and $a_2$ has a series of destroying edges $s_2$. Later we get the main segment $op*qr$ in the two broad cycles: $ab...cn...op*qr...$, $ab...cd...el...mn...op*qr...$. Then we cannot get the additional main segments $a_1, a_2$. The two edges $cn, el$ destroy them. We add the two destroying edges $cn, el$ to $s_1$, and to $s_2$.

**Problem 2:** we do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on broad cycle $b_1$, the key segment is $ab...cd...ef$. We do an extension on it to get $c...baf...e...d$ and insert it, $cd$ is a good edge and $af$ is a bad edge. Then suppose that the quasi-main segment has got to its final goal broad cycle, but the additional main segment cannot get to its final goal broad cycle. If the additional main segment failed and if the descendants of the quasi-main segment may contain some good main segments, then we always can find some destroying edges (for example, when we try to do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 again), the repeating rule is as the problem 1. This problem is the same as problem 1.

If the key segment of a useful cut and insert of kind 4 (or kind 3) contains one or more bad edges (or breaks, unless all these breaks or each bad edge’s two vertices in this key segments are adjacent to another by good edges), we always can get a correct additional main segment, if they are not destroying edges.

If a key segment does not contain bad edges (or breaks), we cannot do a useful cut and insert to get a correct additional main segment.

**Problem 3:** Let $a_1$ be a correct additional main segment. Before we get $a_1$, suppose we first get some good descendants of $a_1$ (these descendants are between $a_1$ and its first goal broad cycle). Later the relating vertices are recovered to their old positions and we have got some lower good descendants. Then when we get $a_1$, because its some good descendant main segments have been used, we cannot get to its first goal broad cycle. This is a problem.

This problem cannot happen because we prescribe that all coming edges must be kept in each descendant
broad cycle.

So, now we can see: a useful main segment must be an unused main segment or a main segment which can be repeated for problem 1.

When we say to delete (or to add) an edge from a broad cycle, it only means to delete an edge from the broad cycle, it does not mean to delete or add an edge from the graph. The graph cannot be changed.

Now, we describe the algorithm concisely as following:

**Algorithm FindHCycle:**

1) Construct a broad cycle without isolated vertices in it (when the minimum degree is 2, this is easy to get) and take this broad cycle as the current broad cycle.

2) If the current broad cycle does not contain breaks, it is a Hamilton cycle, end the algorithm. Or, choose the latest additional main segment as the current main segment. If there are no additional main segments in the current broad cycle, choose any one seeded break segment as the current main segment, then set all main segments as unused and set all main segments’ series of destroying edges to empty.

3) Do a useful cut and insert on the current broad cycle. This useful cut and insert cannot be the same useful cut and insert which has been done on the same broad cycle of the same main segment before. Each new main segment must be an unused main segment or used but can be repeated according to the main segment repeating rule. In the mean time, construct and update the series of destroying edges of each main segment for main segment repeating. The following is the detail of the step 3):
   i. try to do a useful cut and insert on the current broad cycle to get a new broad cycle (son) with no new breaks. If success, set the new broad cycle as the current broad cycle, and then go to 2).
   ii. try to do a useful cut and insert of kind 1 or kind 2 on the current broad cycle. If success, set the new broad cycle as the current broad cycle and set the new main segment as the current main segment and then go to 3).
   iii. try to do a useful cut and insert of kind 3 on the current broad cycle. If success, set the new broad cycle as the current broad cycle and set the new additional main segment as the current main segment and then go to 3).
   iv. try to do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on the current broad cycle. If success, set the new broad cycle as the current broad cycle and set the new quasi-main segment as the current main segment and then go to 3).
   v. if the current main segment is an additional main segment: i) $ab*cd...ghij...$, $ab*cd$ is an additional main segment and its key segment is $cd...i$, then we can do a rotation to get $abhg...deij...$, that $bh$ and $ci$ are not edges does not matter, then go to 2); ii) $ab*cd...ghij...$, $ab*cd$ is an additional main segment and its key segment is $cd...gh$, then we can re-do the extension on the key segment and then insert it to get another additional main segment and take it as the current main segment, then go to 3).
   vi. delete the current broad cycle (but keep and update each main segment’s series of destroying edges tree). If the current broad cycle does not have a father, output “there are no Hamilton cycle in the graph” and end the algorithm. Take the current broad cycle’s father as the current broad cycle. This father’s main segment is as the current main segment. Go to 3). How to get a main segment’s father? For a non-additional main segment, we can directly return to its father. When we do a useful cut and insert of kind 3 on broad cycle $b$ to get a new broad cycle with an additional main segment, this additional main segment’s father is the broad cycle $b$. When we do a useful cut and insert on broad cycle $b$ to get a new broad cycle with no new breaks, we choose the new broad cycle as the current broad cycle and choose the latest additional main segment as the current main segment, this additional main segment’s father is the broad cycle $b$. Please note that because this additional main segment has failed, if it occurs later, it must fulfill the main segment repeating rule.

When we try to do a useful cut and insert on the current broad cycle, we may have more than one possible useful cut and inserts. Because we do the depth-first search, each time we choose one. The rules for the algorithm are as following:
Rule 1: From the first seeded main segment to its final goal broad cycle, all main segments must be useful main segments (when we do useful cut and inserts), including quasi-main segments and additional main segments. If an additional main segment is not as a new main segment, it can be used as a useful main segment later. If an additional main segment is a useful main segment when we do the useful cut and insert, but when we take it as the current main segment, it is not a useful main segment, we can do one step on it according to the additional main segment operating rule. If still failed, return to its father. For a useful cut and insert, if there is a gone break which is a break of an additional main segment, we can do one step according to the additional main segment operating rule. Except for this, and except its break disappears, an additional main segment cannot change.

Rule 2: We prescribe that: all coming edges must be kept in each descendant broad cycle, including direct and indirect descendant, except for the special case: additional main segment operating rule.

Rule 3:
For a main segment $m_1$, if we have got its final goal broad cycle and there are no other additional main segments in this broad cycle, this means that the algorithm finishes (successes). If there are other additional main segments, we choose the latest additional main segment as the current new main segment to calculate again, until the algorithm successes or until we meet such an additional main segment $m$, which cannot get to the main final goal broad cycle. Next is the main segment repeating rule.

1): except the main segment repeating rules for the problem 1 (for each series of destroying edges repeat one time), any one main segment cannot repeat in the algorithm (the algorithm is from the first one seed main segment to its final goal broad cycle).

If a main segment cannot get to its final goal broad cycle after all its descendants are done, return to its father and delete all its descendants. But if a main segment has got to its final goal broad cycle and its some descendants are not done, we do not delete them, because we may come back to its descendants in depth-first way due to the reason that later additional main segments may fail and we may do other branches according to the repeating rule (i.e., if without the repeating rule, we would not keep these descendants and would not come back later). Please note that the indirect descendants make the depth-first search a little more complicated. For a main segment $m_i$ with broad cycle $b_i$, its father main segment is $m$ with broad cycle $b$. After $m_1$ gets to its final goal broad cycle $b_2$, this time, the current broad cycle is $b_2$ not $b$. And then if we choose an additional main segment $a_i$ as the current main segment, $a_i$ is a descendant of $m_1$ (indirect descendant).

The main segment repeating rules cannot affect the polynomial, we will explain it deeply later. In fact, we have programmed this algorithm. In a lot of runs of this program, the number of repeating is very limited and it even does not affect the time complexity.

2): there is a special case. We take an example to explain: $abcd*efgh*ij... Cd$ is a bad edge, $ch$ is a good edge and $gh*ij$ is the main segment. We do a good useful cut and insert on it to get: $abcghfe*d*ij...$. The new main segment is $*d*ij$ and $d$ is an isolated vertex. This does not affect the algorithm. Please note that if $cd*ef$ is an additional main segment and $cd$ is not a seeded break side vertex pair, we only need one step to adjust it, i.e., this is just as when we did the extension and insert to get another additional main segment (when got the $cd*ef$ and do not have to mind the positions of other vertices, see the additional main segment operating rule). If $cd*ef$ is a seeded break segment or if $cd$ is a seeded break side vertex pair, we can let the isolated vertex exist in the broad cycle, i.e., $*d*ij$ can be as a main segment. In the whole algorithm, only in this case we can get a main segment which contains an isolated vertex (or two). So, for a broad cycle: $abcd*efgh*ij...$, $ch$ is an edge. $gh*ij$ is the main segment and $cd*ef$ is a seeded break segment. We can do a useful cut and insert on it to get: $abcghfe*d*ij...$. The new main segment is: $*d*ij$. This does not affect our algorithm and proof. We call this the “break segment changing rule”.

Rule 4: After rule 3, try to choose such a useful cut and insert which has no new breaks (without coming breaks).

Rule 5: After rule 4, first try to do a useful cut and insert of kind 1, 2, secondly kind 3, then thirdly kind 4. Please note that usually there are a lot of possible useful cut and inserts of kind 4, because there are many possible gone edges. For each quasi-main segment, we only do one useful cut and insert of kind 4 at one step.

Rule 6: If a main segment cannot get to the main final goal broad cycle after completes all its sub-tree, we say that this main segment fails. For a broad cycle $b_1$ with a main segment $m_1$, if its final goal broad cycle is got, then this final goal broad cycle is as the current broad cycle (if we get the new broad cycle $b_1$ without new breaks,
directly take $b_1$ as the current broad cycle). But if $m_1$ is a quasi-main segment, after we get its final goal broad cycle, then we take this final goal broad cycle as the current broad cycle and take its additional main segment as the new main segment. And then we have to get the additional main segment’s final goal broad cycle and take the additional main segment’s final goal broad cycle as the current broad cycle. If any one of them cannot get to its final goal broad cycle (including more additional main segments according to the additional main segment operating rule), return 0 to the father, then continue to do the father’s other possible useful cut and inserts.

Please note that if a broad cycle returns 0 to its father, this means that it finishes its all descendants and we can delete it and its descendants. If a broad cycle has got to its final goal broad cycle, it usually does not finish its all descendants, and later we may have to return back to this broad cycle to try its other descendants (in depth-first way according to the repeating rules). Please note: when we return back to $g$’s descendants, though main segments can be repeated according to the repeating rules, the former done paths we cannot do again.

We take an example to explain.

A broad cycle $B_1$: $abcdefgijklmnxyop*qrstuvw...$. Qh, pm, ie qw, pu are edges. Firstly, there is no such a useful cut and insert to get a new broad cycle without new breaks. Then, we have the following possible new broad cycles of useful cut and inserts of kind 1, 2, we can choose any one of them:

$B_{11}$: $Abcd$efgijklmpoyxn*qrstuvw...
$B_{12}$: $Abcdefg*poymklijhqrstu$v...
$B_{13}$: $Abcdefgijklmnxyoputsrq*v*w...
$B_{14}$: $Abcdefgijklmnxyop*vuts$rqw...

..........

If we choose $B_{11}$ as the new broad cycle, and $xn*qr$ as the current main segment, and if it gets to its final goal broad cycle, this final goal broad cycle is as the current broad cycle. If the main segment of $B_1$ is not a quasi-main segment, i.e., it does not have an additional main segment, then we keep the same current broad cycle and find another break segment as the main segment. If the main segment of $B_1$ is a quasi-main segment, i.e., it has an additional main segment, only after its additional main segment also gets to the final goal broad cycle of the additional main segment, then take the final goal broad cycle of the additional main segment as the current broad cycle. Otherwise, return 0 to $B_1$’s father.

If we cannot get $B_{11}$’s final goal broad cycle, return 0 to $B_1$, and then we try $B_{12}$, or $B_{13}$, or $B_{14}$......

If any one of them cannot get to its final goal broad cycle, we try possible useful cut and inserts of kind 3 on $B_1$. But there is no kind 3 in this broad cycle. Then we try possible useful cut and inserts of kind 4 on $B_1$.

Suppose that we have to do kind 4. We choose $mnxyop$ as the key segment. We first have to choose an edge as the key gone edge 1. Then, after the quasi-main segment gets to its final goal broad cycle, and then the additional main segment also get to its final goal broad cycle, take it as the current main segment and try to choose other additional main segment as the current main segment. Otherwise, continue to try other possible useful cut and inserts of kind 4. If all cannot get to their final goal broad cycles, then $B_1$ return 0 to $B_1$’s father.

Please note that in this algorithm, for a main segment, we construct a broad cycle which contains this main segment. Except the four vertices of the main segment, the positions of other $n-4$ vertices are arbitrary. We do not need to generate all the permutations of the $n$ vertices, but only need to prove that at each big step we can have a useful cut and insert which can get a new broad cycle until a Hamilton cycle is got. So, at first, a broad cycle may contain many breaks. We only make these breaks become less and less by useful cut and inserts on the broad cycles of the broad cycle set (updated continually).

Time Complexity: at each big step, for one broad cycle, when we cut a segment, try to insert it between two consecutive vertices at any place of the rest part of this broad cycle, there are $O(n)$ different points to be inserted. For each broad cycle, there are $O(1)$ key segments. The extension on the key segment $S$ needs $O(n)$ time. After this, we need to compare to decide if the result is a main segment’s new broad cycle which has a different new main segment. The comparison needs $O(1)$ time (by memory). There are $O(n^2)$ different main segments. A main segment can be repeated one time for each destroying edge with a main segment: $O(n^2)$. So, all the time complexity is $O(1)*O(n^2)*O(n)*O(n) *O(n^2)= O(n^5)$.

4 Proof
Now the algorithm is very easy: from the first main segment, we do useful cut and inserts. All new main segments must be unused or used but can be repeated by the main segment repeating rule for the problem 1 (i.e., only by the series of destroying edges). We prescribe that all the coming edges cannot be deleted from all descendants, except the case that an additional main segment’s coming edges can be changed by one step.

Next we will prove the above algorithm FindHCycle. Please note that the jobs in the following lemmas are only for the proof, in practical computation for a big graph, we do not need to do these jobs.

**We will prove that if there is at least one Hamilton cycle in the graph, we always have a useful cut and insert to get a new broad cycle until we get a Hamilton cycle.** So if we cannot get a useful cut and insert when we do not get a Hamilton cycle in polynomial time, this means there is no Hamilton cycle in the graph.

Please note that for a one break broad cycle, if the maximum vertex degree is 3, the opportunity to re-permute a broad cycle is very limited (I do not mean that the number of all possible permutations is limited; I mean that a good main segment’s good sons are limited (fixed when without other breaks no matter how to permute the broad cycle)), so for a good main segment, if we always do good useful cut and inserts of kind 1 or kind 2, its good descendant main segments are always different from its good ancestors, no matter how to re-permute the broad cycle at each step (while keeping the current main segment); and, for a key segment of a useful cut and insert of kind 4 (or kind 3), the possible combinations of bad edges it contains are limited in some way (limited, i.e., not arbitrary) no matter how to re-permute the key segment and in order to get a correct additional main segment, we only need one bad edge (adjacent to outside vertices, no matter any one) in the key segment. Also, for a good main segment, we can get a good son of it by a good cut and insert unless there is a destroying edge which is a bad edge. Please note that in all the algorithm, we always do not need a bad edge. For useful cut and inserts of kind 1, 2, 3, 4, there are three problems and we can solve them by the “repeating rules” as stated above.

Apparently, at first, the first seeded main segment is a good main segment.

Now we only concern good main segments and their good descendants.

Firstly, we have the following lemma:

**Lemma 1**: from a correct additional main segment (or from the first seeded break segment when take it as the main segment) to its first goal broad cycle, if we do good useful cut and inserts on a good main segment, its good sons (non-additional main segments) are fixed, no matter how to re-permute the broad cycle. Due to this, for non-additional main segments, a good main segment’s good ancestors cannot become its good descendants no matter how to re-permute the broad cycle. So, we concern the lowest good descendant. If we cannot get a good son on a good main segment, it must be destroyed by some destroying edges. The destroying edges for a good main segment and its one good son are fixed. For two good main segments, if they belong to the same close side vertex pair set, after one gets to its first goal broad cycle by a good path, the other one must disappear. If they are in different close side vertex pair sets, the two good paths must contain different main segments: one path is from a main segment to its first goal broad cycle, the other one is from another main segment to its first goal broad cycle.

The “no matter how to re-permute the broad cycle” means that no matter at what place of the search tree to get the good main segment.

**Proof**: Considering the maximum degree 3, we can easily get lemma 1. Except the first seeded main segment, the two edges of a good main segment are good edges. We take an example to explain: A broad cycle: \(abcdefgijklmnopqrstuv\ldots op*qr\) is its main segment and it is a good main segment. \(jk, be, cm, fn\) are edges and \(pj, lk\) are good edges. We can do a good cut and insert of kind 1 on it to get a new broad cycle: \(abcdefgijphonmlkqrstuv\ldots lk*qr\) is the new good main segment and its is a good son of \(op*qr\). Please note that when the maximum degree is 3, for non-additional main segments, a good main segment’s good descendant main segments never can become its good ancestors, no matter how to re-permute the broad cycle. For example, we can re-permute the former broad cycle as: \(abcdemlkjihgnopqrstuv\ldots\) and we do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on it to get a new broad cycle: because \(jihgnop\) is the key segment, \(lk*qr\) is still a good descendant of \(op*qr\). We always concern the lowest good descendant main segment, no matter it occurs on any branch of the algorithm search tree.

We want to show that for a correct additional main segment (or for a seeded break segment), when we take it
as the main segment (say \( m \)), \( m \) can always gets to its first goal broad cycle. In fact, we only have to prove that \( m \) can get to its first goal broad cycle while all former coming edges are good edges, because if they are bad, they will be destroying edges and the main segment repeating rule can solve it.

Firstly, if we can always do good useful cut and inserts, \( m \) can get to its first goal broad cycle. In this process, from \( m \) to its first goal broad cycle, we call all non-additional main segments good main segments. They shape a **good main segment set** \( m_1 \). Each main segment contains two side vertex pairs. All these side vertex pairs shape a **side vertex pair set** \( v_1 \). For example, in \( ab * cd, ab \) is a side vertex pair while \( b \) is the key side vertex. For the same \( ab, \) if \( a \) is the key side vertex, it is another (different) side vertex pair. Due to the maximum degree 3 and that coming edges cannot be deleted in the descendants, \( m_1 \) and \( v_1 \) are fixed. If main segment \( s_1 \) is one of \( s_2 \)’s descendants, we also say its two side vertex pairs are descendants of \( s_2 \).

We call the break segments before we take \( m \) as the main segment old break segments for \( m \), and call all new produced additional main segments after we take \( m \) as the main segment new break segments for \( m \).

We do not know which edge is a good edge or not, so we cannot always do good useful cut and inserts. But we want to **keep the good main segment set** \( m_1 \) **fixed (unchanged)**, and keep all the ancestor-descendant main segment relationship unchanged. We only concern this main segment set and only concern the lowest good descendant main segment.

Please note that the constant side vertex pair set \( v_1 \) is a **close side vertex pair set**. This means that if we always do good cut and inserts on the main segments of this set, a new main segment always contains two side vertex pairs of this set and all the breaks and bad edges of their key side vertices will disappear in the first goal broad cycle.

If a good main segment’s good sons are fixed, then apparently the good main segment set is fixed. But there are several things affect this. Firstly, the additional main segments may affect this. We take an example to explain. A broad cycle: \( abcdefghij * kl \ldots, ef \) is a bad edge, \( je \) is a good edge and \( ij * kl \) is a good main segment. We can do a rotation on it to get \( abcd e j h g i f * kl \ldots, gf * kl \) is a good son. But we may get such a broad cycle: \( abcde * xy \ldots ij * kl \ldots, ij * kl \) is the good main segment and \( de * xy \) is a correct additional main segment. This time \( ij * kl \) has a good son \( yx * kl \) which is different from \( gf * kl \).

Suppose the current lowest good main segment is \( m_2 \), and \( efg h, ij k l \) are two segments, \( fg, jk \) are bad edges and \( fk \) is a good edge. Due to the maximum degree 3, if \( gh \) is a good descendant side vertex pair of \( m_2 \), then \( ef, ij, kl \) are also good descendant side vertex pairs of \( m_2 \), no matter how to re-permute the broad cycle (exactly no matter at what place we get the main segment \( m_2 \)). **This means that correct new produced additional main segments (as shown in the above example) do not affect the ancestor-descendant relationship of the good main segment set, and also do not affect that the close side vertex pair set is fixed.** Seeded break segments obviously do not affect this. Different permutations also do not affect this. “do not affect the ancestor-descendant relationship of the good main segment set” means that for the same two good main segments in both cases, their descendant side vertex pairs (belong to set \( v_1 \)) are the same (though their good descendant main segments may change, i.e., the good main segment set may change due to correct additional main segments).

But for a broad cycle: \( abcde * xy \ldots ij * kl \ldots, if ij * kl \) is a good main segment and \( de * xy \) is a wrong additional main segment (or it contains a former wrong additional main segment whose break was a gone break), after a good useful cut and insert, we get a good son, then the good main segment set and close side vertex pair set change. If the wrong additional main segment can be revised to a correct additional main segment by one step according to the additional main segment operating rule, this problem can be revised. Or, due to the wrong additional main segment, the broad cycle must contain one or more bad edges. These bad edges can become destroying edges later. When without these destroying edges, we repeat the good main segment \( ij * kl \) and it can get a good son in the same close side vertex set with it. We call these destroying edges the **first kind of destroying edges**.

Another thing can affect the fixed good main segment set. We take the same example as above to explain: A broad cycle: \( abcdefghijklmnop *qrstuv \ldots, op * qr \) is its good main segment and it has a good son \( lk * qr \). Please note that suppose \( xk \) is another good edge, we may get a good son \( xk * qr \) of \( op * qr \). But this problem can be solved because we prescribe that a coming edge cannot be deleted in later descendants and this time there must be a bad coming edge in the broad cycle (if without a bad coming edge, then this does not matter). If a coming edge is a bad edge (or a good edge, because we do not know), it can be as a destroying edge. Relating main segments can be
repeated when broad cycles do not contain the destroying edge. We call this kind destroying edges the \textbf{second kind of destroying edges.}

For the above problem $xk*qr$, we explain again. There are three cases.

Case 1: $l$ is a break side vertex of an additional main segment. According to the additional main segment operating rule, we only need one step to recover the good edge $lk$.

Case 2: $ml$ is a good edge, and $l$ is not a break side vertex. Then there is a coming edge of $l$ which is a bad edge. We can handle this problem by main segment repeating rule for a destroying edge. This is the second kind of destroying edges for non-additional main segments.

Case 3: $ml$ is a bad edge and $l$ is not a break side vertex. Then $l$'s another coming edge is a good edge. Because the coming edge is not a bad edge, this does not matter. But the good main segment set and side vertex pair set change (this case may happen: two side vertex pair sets together form one side vertex pair set. This is a good optional case, so we do not mind it). Please note that both side vertex pairs $lk$ and $xx_1$ ($xx_1$ is another good edge) are descendants of the main segment.

There are two cases that can let two side vertex pair sets together form one side vertex pair set. The above is one. The other one is: a broad cycle $ab*cd*ef*gij*kl...$, $ij*kl$ is a good main segment and $fk, jc$ are good edges. We can do a good useful cut and insert of kind 2 on it to get $ab*cjigh*defkl...$, or $ab*hgij*defkl$, $gh*de$ or $ab*hg$ is the new main segment. Suppose that if the new main segment is $gh*de$, and if we always do good cut and inserts to get its first goal broad cycle, the broad cycle still contain the segment $ab*cj$. Then, if the new main segment is $ab*hg$ but not $gh*de$, this can let two side vertex pair sets form one side vertex pair set. This does not affect our algorithm and proof.

We still have a problem. Let $mn*op$ be a break segment in a broad cycle. Suppose after a lot of useful cut and inserts, the broad cycle contains $mnxy...uvop$, the current lowest good main segment is $mz$, $mn$ and $op$ are good descendants of $mz$. If $nx$ or $vo$ is a bad edge, we cannot get the good son, so the fixed good main segment set is destroyed and the ancestor-descendant relationship may also be destroyed. We can solve this problem in this way: in all later descendant broad cycles, we keep the coming edges $nx$ and $vo$ in the broad cycle. But they may be bad edges, so we take them as destroying edges including main segment repeating rule in the way for the destroying edges as stated above. Relating main segments can be repeated when broad cycles do not contain the destroying edges. This is another kind of destroying edges for non-additional main segments. We call it the \textbf{third kind of destroying edges.}

For a good main segment $m$, its broad cycle contains an edge $e$. If without $e$, we can do a good useful cut and insert of kind 4 (or kind 3) on the main segment to get a quasi-main segment and an additional main segment. Due to the edge $e$, we cannot get this additional main segment. Then $e$ is a destroying edge to destroy this additional main segment. We call it the \textbf{fourth kind of destroying edge.}

If without the four kinds of destroying edges, a good main segment's close side vertex pair set and the ancestor-descendant good main segments relationship from a good main segment to its first goal broad cycle are fixed. So no matter how to re-permute the broad cycle or no matter at what place of the tree we get the lowest good main segment, it always can get its first goal broad cycle.

By the four kinds of destroying edges, we can see: the destroying edges for a good main segment and its one good son are fixed. \textbf{This is very important.}

Please note: the four kinds of edges must be as destroying edges. The third and fourth kinds are obviously destroying edges. For the first and second kinds, a good main segment gets a good son, due to these bad edges, the son is not in the fixed close side vertex pair set of the father. But it is still a good main segment and has its own close side vertex pair set. So if we always do good useful cut and inserts on them and on later correct additional main segments as well as their good descendants, these bad edges still will be as destroying edges (unless success to get another main final goal broad cycle).

Consider all the above together, the lemma 1 holds.

By lemma 1, we can get that: in the whole algorithm, at any time, when we get a good main segment and there are no destroying edges (bad coming edges) in the broad cycle, its close side vertex pair set is fixed. Because of this, for each close side vertex pair set in the algorithm, there is a lowest good main segment. We can only concern the lowest good main segment. If without bad coming edges, a good main segment only occurs in the algorithm at most one time. Because if we get such a good main segment, we always have the opportunity to do
good useful cut and inserts to get its first goal broad cycle. And when without bad coming edges, all other additional main segments must be good main segments. If some of side vertex pairs of the set are already connected by good edges and without bad coming edges, this does not affect our algorithm. So a lowest good main segment has two ways: occurs with destroying edges, then we have the opportunity to repeat it for destroying edges later; occurs without destroying edges, then recursively we always have the opportunity to get the main final goal broad cycle.

**Lemma 2:** 1) if when we do a useful cut and inset of kind 4 (or kind 3) on a good main segment we get a good quasi main segment, then we always can get a correct additional main segment by finding destroying edges and repeating the main segment for destroying edges or can get a good son by a rotation (or can get immediately). 2) if when we do a useful cut and inset of kind 4 (or kind 3) on a good main segment we get a good quasi main segment and a correct additional main segment, and if later when we repeat this main segment we cannot get this correct additional main segment, then, we always can find a new destroying edge for it.

**Proof:**

1) Firstly, if we can do a rotation on the main segment (i.e., does not need the additional main segment) and the son can continue (can be repeated), we always repeat the main segment. Now, suppose we do a useful cut and inset of kind 4 on a main segment $m$. Suppose $m$ is a good main segment and the quasi main segment of this useful cut and inset is also a good main segment. The key segment contains $k$ destroying edges (i.e., the former coming edges the key segment contains, do not include the edge whose two vertices are all adjacent to vertices utterly in the key segment). Then we design one series of destroying edges as stated in the above case 13. In this way, we always can get a good son by a rotation in a good path if it exists.

2) There are three cases (recursively only these three cases) that we cannot get a correct additional main segment on a good main segment.

Case 1: A broad cycle: $ab...cd...ef...gh...ij...kl...mn...op*qr...$, $pa$, $cn$, $el$ are edges and $op*qr$ is a good main segment. We do a useful cut and inset of kind 4 on it. The key segment is $ab...cd...ef...gh...ij...kl...mn...op$. If the gone edge 1 is $gh$ we can get a correct additional main segment $a_1$. Later when we get the main segment $op*qr$ in the broad cycle: $ab...cn...op*qr...$, we cannot get the additional main segment $a_1$. The edge $cn$ destroys it. Please note that $cn$ must be a bad edge, because if it is a good edge, the key segment must contain other bad gone edge 1 by which we can get a correct additional main segment so that we do not have to mind the additional main segment $a_1$. On the other hand, if it is a good edge, but this good edge should come in the broad cycle later after the useful cut and inset of kind 4 in a good path, then it can be as a correct destroying edge. Anyway, because we do not know it is good or bad, we always take it as a destroying edge. Later when without the destroying edge $cn$, we get the main segment $op*qr$ in the broad cycle: $ab...cd...el...mn...op*qr...$, we still cannot get the additional main segments $a_1$. The edge $el$ destroys it. So $cn$, $el$ (or more in this way) is a series of destroying edges for the additional main segment $a_1$. Suppose $a_1$ itself has one (or more) series of destroying edges $s_1$. If the key segment changes (but the two ends of the key segment do not change) and $a_1$ has a new destroying edge in this way, we still add it to the series. We can add this series of destroying edges $cn$, $el$ to $s_1$ (only when combine them).

Case 2: We see another example. A broad cycle: $ab...cd...ef...gh...ij*kl...$, $aj$ is an edge and $ij*kl$ is a good main segment. We do a useful cut and inset of kind 4 on it. The key segment is $ab...cd...ef...gh...ij$. When the gone edge 1 is $ef$ we can get a correct additional main segment $a_1$. Later when we get the main segment $ij*kl$ in the broad cycle: $ab...cm...op...nh...ij*kl...$, we do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on it, and we cannot get the additional main segment $a_1$. The edge $cm$ or $nh$ destroys it. For the same reason as above, $cm$ or $nh$ must be a bad edge. Suppose $a_1$ has a series of destroying edges $s_1$. Then we can add the destroying edge $cm$ or $nh$ (or more in the same way to get) to $s_1$ (only when combine them). Please note: for these two cases, the destroying edges can be non-coming edges. This does not affect our proof.

We take another example to explain.

Suppose we do a useful cut and inset of kind 4 on a good main segment $m$ to get a good quasi main segment $q$ and a correct additional main segment $fg*xy$. The key segment is $...abcdefgijklmn...$. $fg*xy$ itself has a destroying edge $d$. We repeat $m$ for the destroying edge $d$ and do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on it. But this time the key segment is: $...abedklmn...$. We cannot get the additional main segment $fg*xy$ and the destroying edge is $dk$. It is a series of destroying edges for $fg*xy$. But $dk$ is a good edge and the correct key segment for $m$ is: $...abopfghiqrnmn...$, $bo$ and $rm$
are good edges. For the key segment \(abedklmn\) we can get a correct additional main segment when the gone edge 1 is \(bc\) or \(lm\). This correct additional main segment must have a correct series of destroying edges. When we repeat \(m\) for this series of destroying edges, we can get this additional main segment and continue or we get this key segment \(abedfghjklmn\), on which we still can get the correct additional main segment \(fg*xy\). In this case, \(fg*xy\) may have another series of destroying edges. Due to the maximum degree 3 and the rule of keeping coming edges, the number of such series is limited. Two series may share some destroying edges. We can easily find and remember them.

Case 3: Each destroying edge the key segment contains may destroy an additional main segment. Suppose a broad cycle is: \(abed\ldots efgh\ldots\). \(cg\) are good edges and \(bc, fg\) are bad edges. After a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on it we can get a correct additional main segment \(ab*fe\) when the key segment contains \(efgh\). Then, the good edge \(cg\) or \(fx\) is a destroying edge for the correct additional main segment \(ab*fe\). But we do not have to consider this edge as a destroying edge for this additional main segment, because if it is a bad edge, the additional main segment is a wrong additional main segment; if it is a good edge, we always can find other correct additional main segments or other bad destroying edges to destroy other correct additional main segments. We only remember that if the broad cycle contains this coming edge, we do not try to repeat this additional main segment.

Please note: a destroying edge in the above case 1 and case 2 may be a destroying break which is a break of an additional main segment. So we may have a destroying break or a series of destroying breaks. This does not affect our proof.

**Lemma 3:** a good main segment always has one (or more) good son (except at last the end of the algorithm).

**Proof:**
Firstly, please note: there are two kinds of good main segments:

1) from a correct additional main segment (or from the first main segment) to its first goal broad cycle, if there are no bad destroying edges and we always do good useful cut and inserts, the main segments are good main segments. We call them permanent good main segments. They shape a fixed good main segment set and their side vertex pairs shape a fixed close side vertex pair set. Correct additional main segments can make the good main segment set change, but cannot change the close side vertex pair set (see proof of lemma 1). If a main segment’s two side vertex pairs are in the close side vertex pair set, it is also a permanent good main segment.

2) When we do a good useful cut and insert on a good main segment, the son is a good main segment. There are four kinds of destroying edges. A destroyed leaf good main segment is destroyed by the third or fourth kind of bad destroying edges. Due to the first or second kind of bad destroying edges, a good main segment may have such a son which is not in the same fixed close side vertex pair set of that good main segment when we do a good useful cut and insert on it. But this son is still a good main segment. If we continue to do a good useful cut and insert on it, it still has a good son. We call them temporary good main segments. So a good main segment always has one (or more than one) good son, unless is destroyed by a bad destroying edge of the third or fourth kind, or unless this good son has occurred at other place. If this son has occurred at other place, we do not repeat this son here but we remember that the father has this son and recursively remember this son’s good single path. Later, when broad cycles do not contain bad destroying edges of this single path we repeat the first main segment of this single path, we always can get an updated good main segments path (unless some good main segments have occurred at other place).

The meaning of temporary good main segments is: by them we can find bad destroying edges. If the temporary good main segments or even bad main segments can success, this does not affect our proof. This success is not necessary, so we do not mind this case.

So the lemma holds.

**Lemma 4:** the time to combine a quasi-main segment’s series of destroying edges and its additional main segments’ series of destroying edges is polynomial.

**Proof:**
We define that all bad destroying edges are correct destroying edges and good destroying edges are wrong destroying edges.

For a good main segment and its one good son, the destroying edges are bad edges for the first, second and third kinds of destroying edges. Please note bad destroying edges are permanent destroying edges and they can
always be as destroying edges.
  
But for a good main segment and its one good additional main segment son, the destroying edges may be good edges. This does not affect our proof, because if the destroying edges for a good main segment and its one good additional main segment son are good edges, we always can have another correct additional main segments or have other bad destroying edges for a correct additional main segment.
  
So we always concern such a good path whose all destroying edges are bad edges.

If a main segment \( m \) has a destroying edge \( d_1 \), we repeat the main segment when the broad cycle does not contain \( d_1 \) (and of course when we can get the main segment). If then it has a new destroying edge \( d_2 \), then \( d_3, ..., \) we say \( d_1, d_2, d_3, ... \) is a series of destroying edges of this main segment. The first series of destroying edges is \( d_1 \).

Then it is updated to \( d_1, d_2 \). Then it is updated to \( d_1, d_2, d_3, ... \). For each updated series of destroying edges, we repeat the main segment \( m \) one time later when the broad cycle does not contain all destroying edges of this series. If when we repeat the main segment for \( d_1, d_2, d_3, \) we get two (or more) new paths. One new path has a new destroying edge \( d_3 \) (or series of destroying edges \( s_3 \)). The other one has a new destroying edge \( d_3 \). Then the main segment \( m \) has two series of destroying edges: \( d_1, d_2, d_3, s_3; d_1, d_2, d_3 \).

In the depth first search tree, there are three different leaves: kind 1, if a main segment does not have a (or more) son due to a (or more) destroying edge, we call it the first kind of leaf; kind 2, if without any destroying edges, we cannot do a useful cut and insert on a main segment to get any sons, it is the second kind of leaf; kind 3, the main final goal broad cycle is the third kind of leaf. Please note: the first kind of leaf may have other sons, so it is not a “real leaf”.

From a main segment to one of its descendant leaves, we call this a single path (or a path). For the first kind of leaf, the leaf itself (it is as a leaf) is a single path, other sons (if it has) are other single paths.

If the descendant leaf is kind 1, we call the single path the first kind of single path. In the same way, we have the second, third kind of single path.

For the useful cut and insert of kind 1 or kind 2, if a main segment cannot get a son due to some destroying edges, the destroying edges are fixed. And for a good main segment’s one good son, the destroying edges must be bad edges. But for the useful cut and insert of kind 4 (or kind 3), its key segment may contain a lot of destroying edges. We do not know which is a bad edge or a good edge and we do not know how to choose correct destroying edges directly. But that we only have to get one correct additional main segment is enough. If we can get an additional main segment, we do not mind the destroying edges, because according to the additional main segment operating rule, if this additional main segment is wrong, we still can get a correct one later if it exists.

We call such a destroying edge for a useful cut and insert of kind 4 the fourth kind of destroying edge: due to this destroying edge, we cannot get an additional main segment (or a rotation). But if after we get an additional main segment, the additional main segment may have the first to third kind of destroying edges later as stated in lemma 1. We treat them in different ways.

Firstly we explain for the fourth kind of destroying edges. Let the current broad cycle be \( b \), and its main segment be \( m \). We do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on it and the key segment is \( k \). Suppose that the key segment contains two destroying edges \( kd_1, kd_2 \) due to which we cannot get some additional main segments. By this useful cut and insert, we can get a quasi-main segment \( q \) and an additional main segment \( a \). \( q \) has three series of destroying edges: \( s_1: f_1, f_2; s_2: g_1, g_2; s_3: h_1, h_2 \). Suppose without \( kd_1 \) we repeat the main segment and we can get an additional main segment \( ka_1 \) and without \( kd_2 \) we can get an additional main segment \( ka_2 \). Later \( ka_1 \) has two series of destroying edges \( ks_1, ks_2 \) and \( ka_2 \) has one series of destroying edges \( ks \). Then we have to add \( kd_1 \) to \( ks_1, ks_2 \), i.e., \( ka_1 \) has two series of destroying edges: \( kd_1+ks_1, kd_1+ks_2 \) (this additions are only for this main segment; the main segment \( ka_1 \) still has its own independent series of destroying edges \( ks_1, ks_2 \). We also have to add \( kd_2 \) to \( ks \). Please note: if without \( kd_1 \), we get another destroying edge \( kd_2; (or more) \) correspondingly, and then without \( kd_1 \) and \( kd_2 \) we get the additional main segment \( ka_1 \), we have to add \( kd_1+kd_2 \) to \( ks_1, ks_2 \).

There are four kinds of destroying edges. The fourth kind is much more complicated than the former three kinds. For the fourth kind of destroying edges, we can see them in the above case 13, case 14 in the problem 1 and the lemma 2. Case 14 and lemma 2 are for correct additional main segments. The above \( kd_1, kd_2 \) belong to case 14. Case 13 is mainly for the good rotation. They are not independent. We have to recursively think them together.

If we cannot get any additional main segments, we can find the destroying edges (i.e., the former coming edges the key segment contains, do not include the edge whose two vertices are all adjacent to vertices utterly in
the key segment). When the broad cycle does not contain them (together with the series of destroying edges in this path, we do not mind if the broad cycle contains other destroying edges), we repeat the main segment one time. There are two kinds of destroying edges in the key segment. One is as in the above case 13. The other is as in the above case 14 (they are not exactly different). For the case 13, we design one series of destroying edges. When the broad cycle does not contain exactly 1 of the \( k \) destroying edges (i.e., contains \( k-1 \) of them), or 3 of the \( k \) destroying edges, or 5 of the \( k \) destroying edges..., any one case of them, we repeat the main segment one time. These also can be as different series of destroying edges. This is in order to have a possible good rotation on \( m \) to get a good son. If when we repeat \( m \) there are \( k_1 \) new destroying edges so that we cannot get such a rotation, in the same way, when the broad cycle does not contain 1 of \( k_1 \), 3 of \( k_1 \),..., we repeat \( m \) again. Or, putting them together, when the broad cycle does not contain exactly 0 of \( k_1+k \), 2 of \( k_1+k \), 4 of \( k_1+k \),... edges, any one case of them, we repeat \( m \). If then the key segment still has \( k_2 \) new destroying edges so that we cannot get the rotation, when the broad cycle does not contain exactly 1 of \( k_1+k_2+k \), or 3 of \( k_1+k_2+k \), or 5 of \( k_1+k_2+k \),..., we repeat \( m \). ... In this way if the rotation is a good rotation in a good path, at last we can get it. For each successful repeat, the son’s series of destroying edges are updated. Because all these are only for a rotation, i.e., for the same one son, they do not affect the polynomial.

If when without a destroying edge, we cannot get the main segment (i.e., cannot repeat it), this means that the destroying edge is a good edge or the main segment is not in a good path.

If when we do the repeat, there are more new destroying edges, we put them together in the same way to do, or combine them as a series of destroying edges.

Now, we define the concept: a **unit**. Each main segment and its one son is a unit. By lemma 1 and lemma 2, a good main segment’s good sons are limited and for a good main segment’s one good son, the destroying edges are fixed. So in a **good path from a good main segment to its first goal broad cycle, the order of non-additional good main segments is fixed**. Good ancestors cannot become good descendants at any time.

From a main segment to its first goal broad cycle in the tree, usually there are a lot of paths (exponential). Also after a main segment \( m \) got to its final goal broad cycle, we will take all the existing additional main segments as the main segment one by one in turn. From \( m \) to the last additional main segment, usually there are a lot of (exponential) possible paths in the tree.

But the units are polynomial and the order of ancestor-descendant non-additional good main segments is fixed. So we concern the lowest good descendant. Also destroying edges for a good unit are fixed.

Based on these, we want to get a good path from a main segment to its first goal broad cycle by dynamic combinations and get a good path from the above \( m \) to the last additional main segment by dynamic combinations in polynomial time. They are two kinds of **dynamic combinations**.

We prescribe that in the depth-first search tree and in each main segment’s series of destroying edges tree, each main segment occurs at most one time at the same time. For each destroyed leaf main segment and the destroying edges, a main segment can repeat at most one time and when it repeats, its old one and descendants were deleted.

Now we explain the two kinds of dynamic combinations.

These things are important for dynamic combinations: for a close side vertex pair set, a good main segment’s good ancestors cannot become its good descendants; we concern the lowest good descendant; each main segment occurs in the depth-first search tree or in each main segment’s series of destroying edges tree at most one time at the same time; each main segment repeats at most one time for each destroyed leaf with one (or more) destroying edges; for the combination, if we get such a path which contains main segment \( m \), \( m_1 \), \( m_2 \), ..., \( m \), i.e., the same main segment \( m \) occurs again, we delete this path. But from \( m_1 \) to \( m \), the series of destroying edges for \( m_1 \) has to be remembered.

We keep a main segment’s all series of destroying edges. For example, a main segment has \( k \) series of destroying edges. After we repeat this main segment, it has a new series of destroying edges, then, it has \( k+1 \) series of destroying edges. Also, if we do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on a main segment \( m \) to get a quasi-main segment \( q \) and \( k \) different additional main segments, and later, when we repeat \( m \) and do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on it, we get \( q \) and \( k_1 \) new additional main segments, then \( m \) has a quasi main segment \( q \) and \( k+k_1 \) possible additional main segments. We remember all these additional main segments and combine \( q \) with all these additional main segments. But this rule must be kept: in the depth first search tree and in a main segment’s series of destroying edges tree, each main segment occurs at most one time at the same time. This is because we concern the lowest good descendant and a good descendant’s any good ancestor cannot become its good descendant. Each additional main segment has a series of destroying edges. Only when the broad cycle does not contain this series of destroying edges, we can get this additional main segment (or we get a new destroying edge which will be added to this series of destroying edges).

Logically, the two kinds of combinations are the same, because both are for a tree.
Firstly, we get a single path from a main segment to its first goal broad cycle by dynamic combination. Then we combine a main segment’s paths to its first goal broad cycle with the descendant paths of the additional main segments that will be as main segments by dynamic combination. The dynamic combination is based on series of destroying edges.

The basic series of destroying edges are from a main segment to its first goal broad cycle. Exactly, the basic series of destroying edges are from a main segment to its one son. From a main segment to its first goal broad cycle, there are a lot of (exponential) possible paths. But we prescribe that each main segment occurs at most one time at the same time. This guarantees the polynomial. We get each path by dynamically combining each main segment and its destroying edges. The time for dynamic combination is polynomial.

We take an example to explain the first kind of dynamic combination. Suppose a main segment $m$ has a series of destroying edges $s$. A main segment $m_1$ has two sons $m_2$ and $m_3$. In $m_2$’s descendants, we repeat $m$ for the series $s$. But $m_3$ also has a descendant $m$. We cannot repeat $m$ for the series $s$ in $m_3$’s descendants. But we have to remember one descendant of $m_3$ has a son $m$ and the son’s series of destroying edges are also $m_1$’s series of destroying edges and $m_3$ may have to be repeated later for this series of destroying edges (see the above case 11 and all other cases). In this way, the main segment $m$ may also have a descendant $m_3$ later. We take another example to explain. Suppose a main segment has a series of destroying edges with their destroyed leaf main segments: $d_1, m_1; d_2, m_2; d_3, m_3; d_4, m_4$ then $d_1, m_1$. We must delete this series of destroying edges as well as its single path (i.e., do not remember it), because if it is a good path, the main segment cannot repeat. We only delete this series of destroying edges as well as its single path. Other series of destroying edges which may share some parts of this series cannot be deleted. Also for $m_3$, the series $d_3, m_3; d_4, m_4$ and $d_1, m_1$ has to be remembered. This can guarantee the polynomial time. Please note: when two or more paths have the same descendant, how to combine them is the same logic as above.

If there are a lot of additional main segments that will be as main segments in the depth-first search tree, each of them has a lot of single paths to its final goal broad cycle, and the former paths may have coming edges that can destroy later additional main segments’ some paths. For this case, we can get a correct path from the first additional main segment to the last additional main segment if it exists in polynomial time. The number of all possible paths is exponential. We do not have to handle these exponential paths, but only remember each additional main segment’s paths (we got them also by dynamic combination). Then dynamically combine them. Recursively, from a main segment to its final goal broad cycle, all possible paths may be exponential. But we prescribe that each main segment occurs in these paths at most one time at the same time.

Now we explain this kind of dynamic combination. Suppose there are $n$ additional main segments. All were used but they will be as main segments. At first $a_1$ will be as the main segment, then $a_2, a_3, ...$. For $a_1$ to $a_{n+1}$, each has $k$ different paths to its final goal broad cycle (if for one quasi-main segment, there are more than one additional main segment, all these additional main segments together have $k$ paths). So, these $k$ final goal broad cycles share $k$ sons ($k$ additional main segments), but an additional main segment can only have one father one time. Only if it failed under one father, it can have another father. $a_n$ did not get to its final goal broad cycle, but has one single path with a series of destroying edges $s$. Now we try to repeat $a_1$ and we have to check if we can repeat it according to the main segment repeating rule. Firstly, the broad cycle does not contain all destroying edges of $s$ and all destroying edges of each additional main segment’s $k$ paths (if it contains some destroying edges of some paths, do not consider these paths). Then we have to find a path from $a_1$ to $a_n$. Please note: the path from a main segment to its final goal broad cycle is also dynamic, but recursively think in this way, this does not affect the polynomial. Because we remember the main segments of each path, then we know the new coming edges in this path. They may be as destroying edges in later paths. In the same way to construct series of destroying edges (a former path destroys a later path, then a combined path is destroyed by a series of former single paths), we can find a path from $a_1$ to $a_n$ in polynomial time if it exists. Some paths may share some main segments. This does not affect our proof.

Please note: we not only combine $a_1$, $a_2$, $a_3$, ..., we also have to combine all paths to the final goal broad cycle of $a_1$, $a_{11}$, $a_{12}$...(suppose all together $k$ paths) with all paths to the final goal broad cycle of $a_2$, $a_{21}$, $a_{22}$... with..., and $a_{11}$, $a_{12}$... are additional main segments after $a_1$ failed we take the same key segment to do another extension and insert to get. All these additional main segments are old additional main segments, i.e., when we did useful cut and inserts of kind 4 to get them before. The new or current additional main segments may be different from these. This does not matter, because for good main segments, the old additional main segments must contains a correct additional main segment, then that we combine with old additional main segments still can get a correct result. If the current additional main segments are different, they still contain correct paths, so we can success or we can get some new destroying edges. We
remember all these additional main segments. Another thing is: if \(a_{11}\) is the same additional main segment as \(a_{21}\), we do not combine them into a path.

If when we try to repeat this path from \(a_1\) to \(a_n\), we cannot get this path, then if we can get a new path, continue on the new path. If the new path fails or we do not get a new path, continue to check the rest old paths in the same way as above.

Now there are two things: 1) to construct series of destroying edges from a main segment to its first goal broad cycle. By lemma 1 and lemma 2, this is an easy job (still needs dynamic combination). 2) to combine a main segment’s series of destroying edges with series of destroying edges of additional main segments that exist and will be as main segments. This job seems to be much more complicated. But it is the same thing as 1) for the same logic, because each of them is a tree and we can do them in the same way. For example, a main segment \(m\) has a quasi main segment son \(q\) and two possible additional main segments \(a_1\) and \(a_2\). \(a_1\) has a descendant \(a_2\) and \(a_2\) also may have a descendant \(a_1\). We first choose \(a_1\) as the current main segment and then get its descendant \(a_2\). If this path failed, we return back to choose \(a_2\) as the current main segment according to the additional main segment operating rule. If \(q\) and \(a_1, a_2\) were used before and each has several paths to its final goal broad cycle, at first we combine \(q\)’s series of destroying edges with \(a_1\)’s series of destroying edges (including \(a_1\)’s direct descendants). If failed, we combine \(q\)’s series of destroying edges with \(a_2\)’s series of destroying edges. Anyway, in a tree each main segment can occur at most one time at the same time. If \(q\) has a path which contains a main segment \(m\) and \(a_1\) also has a path which contains \(m\), then these two paths cannot be combined to one path. We see another example. A main segment \(m\) has a descendant \(m_1\). \(m_1\) has a son \(m_2\) and has a destroying edge \(d_1\). Without \(d_1, m_1\) would have another son \(m_3\). Then from \(m\) to \(m_2\) is another single path and when we repeat main segments for \(d_1\) this single path cannot contain the edge \(d_1\). But if we get \(m_3\), \(m_3\)’s descendants can contain \(d_1\) again.

For more complicated cases, recursively think in this way.

Now we describe how to combine a quasi-main segment’s series of destroying edges with its additional main segment’s series of destroying edges by examples.

Only if a main segment has such one (or more) single path by which it has got to its first (or final) goal broad cycle, the series of destroying edges of this path has to combine with the series of destroying edges of the next additional main segment (the next main segment).

The basic series of destroying edges are from a main segment to its first goal broad cycle. This is a sub-tree. In each single path of this sub-tree, there is a series of destroying edges (or this single path does not have destroying edges, if so, main segments in this path cannot be repeated). Each main segment has its independent series of destroying edges, though main segments have relationships to each other. A single path and a series of destroying edges have one to one relationship. But this one to one relationship is dynamic (often changed or updated), because when the broad cycle does not contain all the destroying edges of this series we do the main segment repeating, the corresponding single path may change and this series of destroying edges will be updated.

Obviously, a single path can be repeated one time when the broad cycle does not contain all destroying edges of this series of this single path (this series of destroying edges is updated continually, for every updating, we repeat the main segment one time). But a main segment may have one (or more) single path to its first goal broad cycle, we have to combine the series of destroying edges of such a single path with the series of destroying edges of the latest additional main segment (i.e., after we get the first goal broad cycle, we take such additional main segment as the current main segment). This seems to be a little more complicated. In fact, this is the same thing as from a main segment to its first goal broad cycle, because the whole algorithm is a tree.

If a main segment \(m\) has got to its first goal broad cycle by a single path, we take an additional main segment \(a\) as the current main segment. We have to combine the series of destroying edges of \(m\)’s that single path with the series of destroying edges of \(a\), and recursively combine them with the next additional main segment’s series of destroying edges if \(a\) has got to its first goal broad cycle. In this way, we can get the series of destroying edges of a main segment and a single path from this main segment to its final goal broad cycle. They look like a sub-tree. In this sub-tree of each main segment, any main segment can occur at most one time (old one is deleted and we keep the updated one). Each main segment’s sub-tree is independent, though main segments are related. We may have to combine the series of destroying edges of a single path from a main segment to its final goal broad cycle with the series of destroying edges of next additional main segment. Such combination is temporary, because the later additional main segments may be different at different place. But the series of destroying edges from a main segment to its final goal broad cycle is permanent, though they are often updated. We have to remember the
updated series of destroying edges of each main segment in the scope from this main segment to its final foal broad cycle. Please note: for a quasi-main segment, we may get more than one additional main segment. We have to combine the quasi-main segment’s series of destroying edges with the series of destroying edges of each of these additional main segments. If we have combined the series of destroying edges of a quasi main segment \( q \) with the series of destroying edges of an additional main segment \( a \), later when we repeat the same main segment and quasi main segment, we get another additional main segment \( b \), we also have to combine \( q \) and \( b \) and keep the old \( q \) and \( a \). Please note: for more complex cases, recursively think in this way; if the destroying edges are bad coming edges, they always can be as destroying edges; if the destroying edges are good edges and the additional main segment is a correct additional main segment, this does not matter, because later we still can get the good edge.

Now we take an example to explain how to construct a main segment’s tree of single paths and its tree of series of destroying edges.

We do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on a main segment \( m \) to get a quasi main segment \( q \) and an additional main segment \( a \). We can do the useful cut and insert of kind 1 on \( q \) to get two sons \( m_1, m_2 \) and we can do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on \( q \) to get a quasi main segment \( m_3 \) and an additional main segment \( m_4 \). \( m_5 \) is a descendant of \( m_1, m_3 \) has three sons. Sons \( m_{51} \) ans \( m_{52} \) are got by useful cut and inserts of kind 1. And we can do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on \( m_5 \) to get a quasi main segment \( q_{53} \) and an additional main segment \( a_{53} \). We do these in depth-first way. \( M_5 \)’s all descendants failed (did not get to its final goal broad cycle, may be destroyed by destroying edges, may without destroying edges). Then we get \( m_{52} \) and \( m_{52} \) also failed. From \( m_{51} \) to its each descendant leaf, this is a single path. If a leaf is the second kind of leaf, we remember its single path. Its main segments cannot be repeated later (unless shared by other single paths). Each single path from \( m_{51} \) to a first kind leaf is also remembered. It has a series of destroying edges. When the broad cycle does not contain all destroying edges of this series, we can repeat \( m_{51} \) as well as the descendant main segments (may change) in this path. Then this single path and its series of destroying edges are updated. After we did the repeat, the old path is deleted (if some parts of it is shared by other paths, the shared parts cannot be deleted).

When we repeat the old path, some main segments may cannot occur and some main segments may change. There are three kinds of changes: kind 1: in the old path, a broad cycle is as: \( abcd...efgh... \), we do a rotation on it to get \( ab*fe...degh... \); in the new path, the father broad cycle is: \( xbcd...ef*gh... \) and the son is: \( xb*fe...degh... \) kind 2: in the old path, a broad cycle is \( ab*cd...ef*gh... \), we do a rotation on it to get \( ab*fe...degh... \); in the new path, the broad cycle is: \( stcd...ef*gh... \) and the son is: \( st*fe...degh... \) kind 3: in the old path, a broad cycle \( ab*cd...ef*gh... \), we do a rotation on it to get \( ab*fe...degh... \); in the new path, the broad cycle is: \( st*cd...ef*gh... \) and the son is: \( st*fe...degh... \).

Now we do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on \( m_5 \) to get a quasi main segment \( q_{53} \) and an additional main segment \( a_{53} \). The key segment is \( k_{53} \). Then \( q_{53} \)’s all descendants failed. \( Q_{53} \) and its descendants shape a tree. Some leaves are the first kind of leaves. Because \( q_{53} \) has not got to its final goal broad cycle, we do not do any thing on \( a_{53} \). We return 0 to \( m_5 \) and then return 0 to \( m_5 \)’s father. Then try to get \( m_5 \)’s father ‘s other sons according to depth first way. Later when the broad cycle does not contain one (or more) series of destroying edges of \( q_{53} \), and we can get \( m_5 \), we get \( m_5 \) (i.e., repeat \( m_5 \)) and then repeat \( q_{53} \) and \( a_{53} \), and also repeat that single path of \( q_{53} \). Then this single path and its series of destroying edges are updated. Please note: a good single path’s series of destroying edges are bad edges and a good single path always can be repeated (updated) if \( m_5 \) and \( q_{53} \) are good main segments. We still keep \( q_{53} \)’s other paths and series of destroying edges. They did not change. If \( q_{53} \) still failed, later we repeat its some paths in the same way. Until \( q_{53} \) gets to its final goal broad cycle by a single path \( p_{53} \). Then this broad cycle is as the current broad cycle and \( a_{53} \) is as the current main segment. We can do a useful cut and insert of kind 1 on \( a_{53} \) to get a son and can do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on it to get a quasi main segment and an additional main segment. They failed and \( a_{53} \) has not got to its final goal broad cycle. Because \( a_{53} \) is an additional main segment, we redo the extension on the key segment \( k_{53} \) and then insert it at another place of the broad cycle. Then we get another main segment \( a_{531} \). \( a_{531} \) failed (did not get to its final goal broad cycle after all its descendants finished, may be destroyed by destroying edges, may fail without destroying edges). In the same way we get another \( a_{532} \), \( a_{532} \) failed and then we try to get another \( a_{533} \). But due to two destroying edges \( k_{53} \) contains, we cannot get \( a_{533} \). Then we return to the father to try other sons according to the depth first way. Then later when without one of these two destroying edges (together with the series of destroying edges in this path),
we repeat all these main segments. We get a \(a_{533}\) and it failed and we return to the father according to the depth first way. Later when without the other one destroying edge, we get \(a_{534}\). Please note if all these are good main segments and the two destroying edges are correct destroying edges, we can get these main segments.

Then the single path \(p_{53}\) has four sons: \(d_{531}, d_{532}, d_{533}, d_{534}\). The series of destroying edges of each of them are combined with the series of destroying edges of the path \(p_{53}\). This is a tree. Later, if one of \(d_{531}, d_{532}, d_{533}, d_{534}\) gets to its final goal broad cycle by a single path \(p_{531}\), then \(p_{53} + p_{531}\) is a new single path. Then we take this broad cycle as the current broad cycle and take the former additional main segment \(a\) as the current main segment. Then we combine \(p_{53} + p_{531}\) with \(a\)'s paths and series of destroying edges in the same way. The tree become bigger. But please note: in this tree, any main segment occurs at most one time. So the algorithm is always polynomial. A good main segment can have more than one path to its final goal broad cycle. One is good path. When repeat, the key segment \(k_{53}\) may change. If it contains new bad destroying edges, recursively handle them in the same way. If not, we can get at least one correct additional main segment.

Please note: the depth-first search tree and the tree of series of destroying edges are not exactly the same. The depth-first search tree is only one. Each main segment occurs in it at most one time (failed main segments are deleted continually, so a main segment is kept only one). For each main segment, we construct a tree of its series of destroying edges together with relating main segments in each single path. Suppose a main segment has a sub-tree in the depth-first search tree. If its all descendants failed (destroyed by some destroying edges or utterly failed without destroying edges), we delete it and its all descendants in the depth-first search tree. But we keep each main segment's series of destroying edges and relating main segments as a tree.

We take an example to explain. We do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on a main segment \(m\) to get a quasi main segment \(a\) and an additional main segment \(b\). Later we get a main segment \(n\) which is a descendant of \(a\). We do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on the main segment \(n\) to get a quasi main segment \(c\) and an additional main segment \(d\). If all these main segments are not used, we can directly get them. Suppose they were used as main segments. Before we get a used main segment, we have to judge if we can repeat it according to the main segment repeating rule. Suppose each of the main segments \(a, c, d\) has two single paths. Path 1 has got to its final goal broad cycle and path 2 has not. The main segment \(b\) has only one single path which does not get to its final goal broad cycle. Then we try to get the main segments \(a\) and \(b\). We first see if the broad cycle does not contain all destroying edges of \(a\)'s path 2. If it does, then we check if it does not contain all destroying edges of \(a\)'s path 1 plus \(b\)'s path. If it does not, we can repeat \(a\) and \(b\). If it does, we have to try to get another additional main segment (except \(b\)). Then check again. When we try to get the main segments \(c\) and \(d\), we also have to check as above.

For each main segment's series of destroying edges, we always can keep such a single path in which all main segments are good main segments and all destroying edges of this series are bad edges. And this path becomes longer and longer. For the useful cut and insert of kind 1 or kind 2, this is easy to get, because for getting a good son of a main good segment, this useful cut and insert can be destroyed only by one bad edge. And a good main segment always has good sons. For the useful cut and insert of kind 4, we also can keep this property in the following way:

We do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on a main segment \(m\). Suppose \(m\) is a good main segment and the quasi main segment of this useful cut and insert is also a good main segment. But we cannot get a correct additional main segment. The key segment contains \(k\) destroying edges. Please note: for \(m\), we only need to get a good son by a rotation or to get a good quasi main segment and a correct additional main segment. In this way, we always can get the good main segment \(m\)'s one good son (or a correct additional main segment). If the destroying edge is as the former case 14, obviously, when without each destroying edge, we can get at least one correct additional main segment and a bad destroying edge for it (or recursively a new bad destroying edge, see lemma 1, lemma 2). If the destroying edges are as the former case 13, we construct one more series of destroying edges as stated above. If all of them are good edges, we surely can get a correct additional main segment. If some of them are good edges, and if the broad cycle does not contain one or more such good destroying edges, we can get one or more correct additional main segments or a good rotation. Please note this kind of destroying edges are special destroying edges. A good destroying edge may let us have a correct additional main segment. This does not affect our proof, because of two reasons: 1) the good destroying edge is not necessary. If it does not exit (i.e., the broad cycle contains it and it is not as a destroying edge), we still can get a correct additional main segment or a good
rotation. 2) later we still can get the good destroying edge.

We take another example to explain.

We do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on a main segment \( m \) to get a quasi-main segment \( q \) and an additional main segment \( a \). \( m_1 \) is a descendant of \( q \). We do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on \( m_1 \) to get a quasi-main segment \( q_1 \) and an additional main segment \( a_1 \). \( q_1 \) has three series of destroying edges \( s_1, s_2, \) and \( s_3 \). \( a_1 \) has two series of destroying edges \( s_4 \) and \( s_5 \). \( a \) has one series of destroying edges \( s_6 \). The single paths of \( s_2 \) and \( s_3 \) have got to \( q_1 \)’s final goal broad cycle. The single path of \( s_1 \) has not. The single paths of \( s_4 \) and \( s_5 \) have got to \( a_1 \)’s final goal broad cycle. The single path of \( s_6 \) has not got to \( a \)’s first goal broad cycle. Now we want to repeat these main segments for these series of destroying edges. At first, we can repeat \( m_1, q_1 \) for the series \( s_1 \) when the broad cycle does not contain destroying edges of \( s_1 \). Then we want to repeat the additional main segment \( a \) for series \( s_6 \). We have to combine \( s_2 \) with \( s_4 \) or \( s_5 \), or to combine \( s_3 \) with \( s_4 \) or \( s_5 \). In order to combine \( s_2 \) with \( s_4 \), the \( s_2 \)’s single path cannot contain destroying edges of \( s_4 \). Suppose the paths of \( s_2, s_3 \) do not contain destroying edges of \( s_4, s_5 \). If we have to combine all possible paths: \( s_2, s_4; s_2, s_5; s_3, s_4; s_3, s_5, \) then the time may be not polynomial. We do this in this way: check if each path of \( s_2, s_3, s_4, s_5 \) contains destroying edges of \( s_6 \). Then check if the broad cycle contains destroying edges of each series of \( s_2, s_3, s_4, s_5 \). Suppose they all do not (if part of them do not, only consider this part). So we repeat \( m_1, q_1 \) and \( s_2 \)’s path, then repeat \( s_4 \)’s path, then repeat \( a \) for \( s_6 \). If it is destroyed by another destroying edges \( d \) and if \( d \) was a coming edge in the \( s_4 \)’s path, we can return back to check \( s_5 \). If \( d \) was a coming edge in the \( s_2 \)’s path, we can return back to check \( s_3 \). If \( d \) was a coming edge before \( m_1 \), return back and do the repeat in the same way as above when the broad cycle also does not contain \( d \). If the additional main segment \( a \) failed, we can re-do the extension and inserting to try to get another additional main segment \( a_2 \) according to the additional main segment operating rule. If we cannot get \( a_2 \) due to a destroying edge \( d_2 \) or we get \( a_2 \) but \( a_2 \) is destroyed by a destroying edge \( d_2 \) later, \( d_2 \) is a series of destroying edges of \( a_2 \), then we do the same job as above.

**Please note:** if we have a good path of a main segment \( m \), and if the broad cycle does not contain destroying edges for that good path when we repeat \( m \) later, we always can get this good path (the close side vertex pair set is fixed, unless some good descendants have occurred at other place, or unless there are some new bad destroying edges. For these two cases, recursively, we can get), no matter how to re-permute the broad cycle.

Please note, when we consider destroying edges for additional main segments, this is very important: if when we do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on a good main segment we get a good quasi main segment and a correct additional main segment, and if later when we repeat this main segment we cannot get this correct additional main segment, then, we always can find a bad destroying edge which destroys this correct additional main segment. See lemma 2.

For more additional main segments, we can think in the same way recursively.

**In the depth-first search tree, though a main segment can be repeated, but if a main segment is repeated, the old one has to be deleted.** So, the depth-first search tree contains any main segment at most one time. Also, the series of destroying edges of a main segment contain any main segment at most one time (each series of destroying edges versus a single path, these paths contain any main segment at most one time, but two or more paths may share some ancestor main segments).

In this way, we can see the lemma holds.

**Lemma 5:** in the depth-first search tree, we always can get a good single path from the first main segment to its final goal broad cycle in polynomial time.

**Proof:**

We have to prove two things: 1) we can get such a good path; 2) the time is polynomial.

There are two jobs: 1) do the depth-first search tree (the broad cycle tree); 2) for each main segment, we construct and continually update a tree of series of destroying edges.

So we have to prove that the two jobs can be done in polynomial time.

i) we can get such a good path:

From a main segment to its one descendant leaf or to its one descendant destroyed leaf main segment is a single path, and if in this single path all main segments are good main segments, we call it a good single path.

1) In the good single path in this lemma, all main segments are permanent good main segments. Firstly, the
first main segment and each correct additional main segment are permanent good main segments. If a permanent good main segment has a temporary good son, this is due to the first or second kind of bad destroying edges (see lemma 3). When without such destroying edges, we repeat the permanent good main segment, it still has a permanent good son.

2) For destroying edges, we consider this scope: from the first main segment to its final goal broad cycle. This is a tree. For a destroyed leaf main segment, only after its all other descendants failed (including destroyed), then we consider the destroying edges. Also for the key segment of a useful cut and insert of kind 4 (or kind 3), only after all other descendant additional main segments failed, we consider the destroying edges the key segment contains due to which we cannot get some additional main segments.

Why we only have to keep a destroyed leaf main segment with a destroying edge one time in the tree, because we only concern the lowest good main segment. It can occur at any place of the tree. If it is in a bad path, we can continue and then if it is destroyed, we always have the opportunity to repeat it in a good path for destroying edges (also see the above case 11).

When we get a coming edge in a broad cycle, if it is a bad edge, it only affects the descendants which contain it.

For any two good additional main segments, if they belong to the same close side vertex pair set, when we take one as the main segment, the other will disappear (unless there are bad coming edges).

3) After we do a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on a good main segment, we get a good quasi-main segment and a wrong additional main segment \( a \). In the process to get to \( q \)'s final goal broad cycle, if it is affected by the additional main segment \( a \), we only need one step to revise \( a \) to the correct position. If it is not affected by \( a \), after we get \( q \)'s final goal broad cycle and after the \( a \) fails to get to its final goal broad cycle, we also only need one step to get a good additional main segment. If we get a bad quasi-main segment and a correct additional main segment \( a \) and if the quasi-main segment gets to its final goal broad cycle, then we can take the good additional main segment as the current main segment.

4) If a coming edge is a bad edge, i.e., the algorithm enters a bad path, because we prescribe that it cannot be deleted in all descendants, after it is as a destroying edge, we always have the opportunity to revise it in a good path. If a destroying edge is a good edge, the key destroyed leaf main segment (or its destroyed son) must be a bad main segment or the broad cycle contains bad coming edges. Suppose we repeat a main segment \( m \) for a destroying edge which is a good edge when the broad cycle does not contain this edge, then in the descendants we get a good main segment \( m_1 \). This does not matter, because \( m_1 \) and \( m_1 \)'s descendants still can have that good edge again. \( M_1 \) has its independent series of destroying edges. Also, if a good main segment is destroyed by a good edge, we always can find its another good descendant path with another series of destroying edges which does not contain this good destroying edge.

Suppose we get a broad cycle with a good main segment \( m \). \( m \) has a good son \( m_1 \) and \( m_1 \) has a good son \( m_2 \). Suppose we first do a useful cut and insert on \( m \) to get a bad son \( b \) and it has a coming edge \( e \) which is a bad edge. If in all descendants of \( b \) we do not get a main segment \( m_1 \), then we can return to \( m \) to get its good son \( m_1 \). If we get \( m_1 \) in the descendants of \( b \), if \( e \) does not affect the good main segment set (or the side vertex pair set) which \( m \) belongs to, because we concern the lowest descendant good main segment, in the descendants of \( b, m_1 \) has the opportunity to get to its final goal broad cycle. If \( e \) affects the set, it must be a destroying edge of \( m_1 \). We prescribe that a coming edge cannot be deleted in all descendants. So at last we can return to \( m \) to get \( m \)'s good son \( m_1 \), i.e., to repeat \( m_1 \) for the destroying edge \( e \).

After we get \( m_1 \), we may first get a bad son \( b_1 \) of \( m_1 \). Also there is a bad coming edge \( e_1 \). In the same way, if we get \( m_2 \) in the descendants of \( b_1 \), if \( e_1 \) does not affect the good main segment set (or the side vertex pair set) which \( m \) belongs to, in the descendants of \( b_1, m_1 \) has the opportunity to get to its final goal broad cycle. If \( e_1 \) affects the set, it must be a destroying edge of \( m_2 \). Also at last we can return to \( m_1 \) to get \( m_1 \)'s good son \( m_2 \), i.e., to repeat \( m_2 \) for the destroying edge \( e_1 \). But the descendants of \( b \) may contain the bad edge \( e_1 \) and \( m_2 \) may have been repeated for \( e_1 \) (with a destroyed leaf main segment). Then \( m_2 \) must have another destroying edge (if not, \( m_2 \) would get to the final goal broad cycle). If so, because we remember all series of destroying edges, we cannot repeat \( m_2 \) in the descendants of \( b_1 \). So we still can repeat \( m_2 \) as a good son of \( m_1 \).

Consider the above, we an get a good single path.

ii) the time for the depth-first search tree is polynomial:
1) The number of main segments and the number of destroying edges are polynomial.

2) For each main segment together with a destroying edge, a main segment can repeat at most one time.

3) In the depth-first search, when we can get a main segment and it has been used, we have to check if it can be repeated. By lemma 4, the time for checking (dynamic combination) is polynomial. The times of all possible checks are also polynomial, because in the depth-first search tree, all nodes are polynomial (each main segment occurs at most one time).

iii) the time for constructing and updating each main segment’s series of destroying edges tree is polynomial:

We always remember all series of destroying edges of a main segment. If two destroying edges are for different paths, they do not affect each other. For a single path, we know the destroying edges more and more, until there are no destroying edges in a single path. By lemma 3 and lemma 4, we always have a good path for a main segment for which all destroying edges are bad edges. The special case of destroying edges for additional main segments does not affect our proof.

As stated in lemma 1, lemma 2, there are four kinds of destroying edges for good main segments, and each kind edges must be as destroying edges (or success) for good main segments.

When we take two different correct additional main segments as main segments, if they belong to the same side vertex pair set, when one is as a main segment, the other will disappear (or the broad cycles contain bad coming edges). If one failed then we take another one as the main segment, the descendant main segments of the failed one can be repeated for destroying edges. If one successes to get to its final goal broad cycle, then we take the other one as the main segment, a good main segment can always get a good son by a good cut and insert unless being destroyed by a bad edge. If so, the destroyed main segments can be repeated for destroying edges.

If we do a useful cut and insert of kin 4 (or kind 3) on a good main segment, though its additional main segments sons are not fixed, we only have to get one correct additional main segment.

Why the number of series of destroying edges is polynomial? Logically there are four reasons: 1) a good main segment’s good sons (non-additional main segments) are fixed, and the destroying edges are also fixed; 2) a main segment can be repeated at most one time for each destroyed main segment together with the destroying edge at any place of the depth-first search tree. 3) when we repeat a main segment and its descendants for one series of destroying edges, if any main segment in the single path has been repeated at other place for the same series of destroying edges, we do not repeat it here. 4) for an additional main segment, and its key segment and the destroying edges, see the above case 12, case 13, case 14, lemma 2 and lemma 4. 5) Please note: if we repeat a main segment for a new updated series of destroying edges, we delete the old one series of destroying edges and the old single path, so in a main segment’s sub-tree and a main segment’s series of destroying edges, any main segment can occur at most one time. 6) see dynamic combinations in lemma 4.

We take some examples to explain.

For additional main segments: for a key segment of a useful cut and insert of kind 4 on the broad cycle: ab...cd*ef..., ab...cd is the key segment. Suppose it contains two destroying edges g, h. When the broad cycle does not contain edge g, we repeat the main segment and we get two new destroying edges i, j correspondingly in the key segment. Then without h, we have two new destroying edges: k, I. Then without i, we have two new destroying edges i1, i2; without j, then j1, j2; without k, then k1, k2; without l, then l1, l2. Then we have 8 series of destroying edges for this main segment: g, i, i2; g, i, i2; g, j, j2; g, j, j2; h, k, k1.... Because the maximum degree 3 and there are no breaks in the key break segment, we cannot get exponential number of series (also see the above case 12, case 13, case 14).

We see another example. Let a, b, c be three additional main segments. a has two series of destroying edges: d1, d2; and e1, e2. a has not repeated for d2 but has repeated for e1, e2 and got its final goal broad cycle. b has two series of destroying edges: f1, f2; g1, g2. b has not repeated for f2 but has repeated for g1, g2 and got its final goal broad cycle. c has two series of destroying edges: h1, h2; i1, i2. c has not repeated for h2 and also has not repeated for i2.

Now we want to repeat a. If a has got to its final goal broad cycle, we have to take b and then c as the main segment. Then we can repeat a in four cases when the broad cycle does not contain the following edges: 1) d1, d2;
2) \(e_1, e_2, f_1, f_2; 3) e_1, e_2, g_1, g_2, h_1, h_2; 4) e_1, e_2, g_1, g_2, i_1, i_2.\)

Please note: if we repeat a for \(d_1, d_2\) then we also get a’s final goal broad cycle, because we have repeated a for \(f_2\) by \(e_1, e_2, f_1, f_2\), we cannot repeat a for \(f_2\) again by \(d_1, d_2, f_1, f_2\) unless there is a new destroying edge after \(f_2\).

We see another case. Suppose a has two series of destroying edges \(s_1, s_2\). Both have got to a’s final goal broad cycle. \(b\) has two series of destroying edges \(s_3, s_4\). Both have got to \(b\’s\) final goal broad cycle. \(c\) still has two series of destroying edges: \(h_1, h_2, i_1, i_2\). \(c\) has not repeated for \(h_2\) and also has not repeated for \(i_2\). Now we want to continue on the path of \(h_1, h_2, i_1, i_2\), i.e., to repeat main segments for the destroying edge \(h_2\). If we have to check all possible paths: \(s_1, s_2, h_1, h_2; s_1, s_3, h_1, h_2; s_2, s_3, h_1, h_2; s_2, s_4, h_1, h_2; s_3, s_4, h_1, h_2\), this means exponential not polynomial. But we do not have to do so. We only have to check if the current broad cycle contains edges in \(s_1, s_2, s_3, s_4\), separately, then check if the broad cycle contains edges \(h_1, h_2\) and check if \(s_1, s_2, s_3, s_4\) own coming edges contain \(h_1, h_2\). If not, we can choose any one path of them, for example \(s_1, s_3, h_1, h_2\). Later we do not have to do \(s_1, s_4, h_1, h_2, \ldots\) for destroying edge \(h_2\) again. For more additional main segments and more paths, we can still think in this way. See dynamic combination in lemma 4.

For non-additional main segments: there are three kinds of destroying edges we can see in lemma 1. Each destroying edge is fixed for the main segment and they do not affect each other. And for each destroyed leaf main segment with a destroying edge, we only repeat a main segment one time. So, the series of destroying edges are also cannot be multiplied to exponential. We take an example to explain. A main segment \(s\) has two sons \(m, n\). We first get the son \(m\). Then \(m\) has a descendant \(m_1\); and \(m_1\) has several series of destroying edges. Then we return to \(s\) to get the son \(n\). \(n\) also has a descendant \(m_1\). So \(m_1\)’s all series of destroying edges are added to \(n\)’s series of destroying edges. But we cannot be added to \(s\) again, because \(s\) has them under \(m\). If \(s\) is a bad main segment, we do not mind if it can be repeated. If \(s\) is a good main segment, when we repeat it later for the series of destroying edges of \(m, n\), we still can get \(s\) and then get the good son \(n\). This means that a main segment cannot have the same two or more sub-series of destroying edges at different places (also see case 11).

Anyway, suppose a main segment has two (or more) series of destroying edges \(s_1, s_2\). Now it has a new destroyed leaf main segment with a destroying edge \(d\). We always can decide that \(d\) (together with the destroyed leaf main segment) belongs to \(s_1\), or belongs to \(s_2\). It never belongs to both at the same time.

For a good main segment, we always can get a series of destroying edges in which all edges are bad edges. And as stated above, we can get all these in polynomial time. As the bad destroying edges in this series become more and more, then we can repeat the good main segment in a path which does not contain any bad coming edges. Also see lemma 1, lemma 2 and lemma 4.

Please understand that these lemmas are meaningful only in each path of the algorithm tree from an ancestor to a descendant, and that we always concern good main segments and their good descendants.

So, we can get that if a graph contains at least one Hamilton cycle, the algorithm can get one and at each step we can get a useful cut and insert.

So, we have proved that for any graph whose maximum vertex degree is three, if it contains at least one Hamilton cycle, we always can get a Hamilton cycle in polynomial time. And on the other hand, if the algorithm failed to get a Hamilton cycle in polynomial time (“fail” means that at one step, we cannot get any useful cut and insert), it means that there is no Hamilton cycle in the graph. We have the next theorem:

**Theorem 1**: the above algorithm \(\text{FindHCycle}\) can solve the Hamilton cycle problem in polynomial time for any undirected graphs with maximum vertex degree of 3. As this is an NPC, we conclude that: \(NP = P\).

5 Experiment Data

The above is only for the proof. This algorithm works very well for all kinds of undirected graphs. A program on this algorithm has been tested over a hundred million times for graphs whose vertex number is from 100 to 10000, also, these are sparse graphs, randomly produced, no failures. More precisely, a random graph \(G = (V, E)\) in this problem is defined by \(n\) vertices and the following set of edges: (i) The \(n\) edges forming a specific Hamilton cycle. We randomly produce these \(n\) edges in the way like to shuffle a pack of \(n\) cards. (ii) The edges obtained by choosing each pair of distinct vertices \(\{i, j\} \subset V\) to be an edge with probability \(p\), independently for all pairs. We control the graphs by changing the \(p\) and different pairs may be with different \(p\).

The data is shown as Table 1 (computer: HP PC, CPU: Intel 1G, Memory:1G):
Table 1  V is the number of vertices, N is the number of different inputs, R_s is success rate, t_{avg} is average run time of the program, t_{max} is the run time of the worst case of the inputs. Run time is in seconds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>V</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>R_s</th>
<th>t_{avg}</th>
<th>t_{max}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10^2</td>
<td>10^8</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.0014</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10^3</td>
<td>10^7</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10^4</td>
<td>10^4</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>192</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also, we get the test data from the famous web site, the famous standard test bed on http://comopt.ifi.uni-heidelberg.de/software/TSPLIB95/. On this web, there are 9 files for Hamilton cycles. The program of our algorithm can calculate all the 9 files, very easy, very fast. The calculating time for each is just like the time in the above table 1. For each file, we can quickly get a Hamilton cycle which is different from the web owner’s, because each graph has more than one Hamilton cycle.

6 Remarks

The P versus NP is a great problem. This paper is a hard job and now we give some remarks about how to understand it.

This is a very hard algorithm. In order to understand it, one has to read and think, has to enter my train of thoughts. Especially one should judge the lemma 1, 2, 3, 4 and lemma 5 by entering the train of thoughts. Is this lemma correct or not? Why? If one cannot do so, he can let me explain each lemma to him or discuss it with me.

For one main segment, we construct a broad cycle which contains this main segment. Except the four vertices of the main segment, the positions of other n-4 vertices are arbitrary. We do not have to get all the permutations of the n vertices, but only need to prove that at each big step we can get a useful cut and insert to get a new broad cycle with a useful main segment until a Hamilton cycle is got. So, at first, each broad cycle may contain many breaks. We only let these breaks become less and less by useful cut and inserts on the broad cycles of the broad cycle tree (updated continually).

How to understand the algorithm and proof?

Thoroughly understand the useful cut and inserts of kind 1 to kind 4. Understand their properties and that why they are enough for the algorithm.

The logic is very easy. If we always can do good useful cut and inserts, surely we can get a correct result. Because in real calculation we do not know good edges or bad edges, we cannot do so. But because we do the depth-first search, if we have a good main segment in a good path, we always can get its good son, no matter at what place of the broad cycle tree, though may with different permutation. If the good son first occurs in a bad path, then it will be destroyed by destroying edges (or it successes). Then we can return to the good main segment to get its good son (i.e., to repeat the good son for destroying edges). So we have to prove that a descendant main segment does not repeat an ancestor of it and there are no dead locks for good main segments and good useful cut and inserts (please note: we only concern good main segments and their good descendants; also, in a broad cycle, we only concern each break segment of four vertices and do not concern the positions of other vertices), and then we prove that bad branches of the tree do not destroy the correctness. Please note that when we say we only concern good main segments, this is only for the proof logic. In real calculation, we do not know which one is a good main segment.

The key steps to understand this proof are: 1, to understand the good main segments, good useful cut and inserts, good paths, good ancestors and good descendants. 2, to understand that a good main segment’s any one good ancestor cannot become its one good descendant, no matter how to re-permute the broad cycle. 3, to understand the repeating rule of main segments and that bad paths cannot destroy the correctness of the algorithm. The hardest is to understand the problem 1 and the main segment repeating rules for solving this problem. The most important thing is to understand the 5 lemmas.

Experts often cannot understand why the good main segments do not repeat, so we explain it in another way:

1) if we can always do good cut and inserts, it is very apparent that we can quickly get the correct result.
2) By the lemma 1, due to the maximum degree 3, a good main segment’s good sons are fixed (limited in several cases), no matter how to re-permute the broad cycle at each step, so a good main segment’s good ancestors cannot become its good descendants later. Please note that when the maximum degree is 3, a good main segment’s good descendant main segments never can become its good ancestors, no matter how to re-permute the broad cycle (for non-additional main segments). Please note that we always concern the lowest good descendant main segment, no matter it occurs on any branch of the algorithm search tree. See lemma 1.

3) Because we do the depth-first search and we only concern the lowest good descendant main segment, for 2), we always have the opportunity to get the lowest good descendant main segment’s good son, no matter it occurs at what branch of the depth-first search tree.

4) when the broad cycle contains seeded break segments, if each seeded break segment’s two edges are good edges and we always keep each seeded break segment unchanged (unless its break disappears), by the lemma 1, the above 2), 3) still hold.

5) if some seeded break segment’s two edges are not good edges (or were good edges but changed by useful cut and inserts, we do not know good edges or bad edges, so we do this for both), by the “break segment changing rule”; 2), 3) still hold.

6) additional main segments are like seeded break segments, but wrong additional main segments may let a good main segment’s good descendants change (see lemma 1 and the additional main segment operating rule, a wrong additional main segment can be recovered to correct position by only one step). And, for the three problems stated above, the main segment repeating rules can solve them.

If an expert still says: cannot follow, cannot understand, you only have to understand one sentence: we do not have to handle different combinations of the destroying edges, but each main segment can be repeated one time for each destroying edge (with the destroyed leaf main segment). Especially to understand the 14 cases for the series of destroying edges.

In a word, to understand lemma 1 and lemma 2 for the concept good main segment, especially understand the four kinds of destroying edges for good main segments; and then to understand problem 1 and its main segment repeating rule (mainly understand the lemma 4 and lemma 5), are all. Other things are little things. Please note that lemma 1 and lemma 2 are very important and they are not very hard. If one understood lemma 1 and lemma 2, he would not say: cannot follow, cannot understand, and he would have a strong interest in my paper and then understand it thoroughly.

In another way, if we can always do good cut and inserts, apparently we can quickly get the correct result. We do not know an edge is good or bad, so we cannot do so. But we prescribe that a coming edge cannot be deleted in the descendants and it can be as a destroying edge. Later if a broad cycle does not contain this destroying edge, then related main segments can be repeated. It is very important that destroying edges for a good main segment and its one good son are fixed. The key point is: we do not have to check all possible combinations of destroying edges. Why? Due to the reason that we designed the concepts and methods: broad cycle, good main segment, good useful cut and insert, and main goal Hamilton cycle.

Finally, for all the algorithm, one only has to understand how to construct a main segment’s tree and the tree of its series of destroying edges by dynamic combination (see the proof of lemma 4). Lemma 1, lemma 2 and the depth-first search tree are easy to understand. The hardest is to understand the two kinds of dynamic combinations. The key is the dynamic combination. If it is polynomial, this paper is absolutely correct. On the other hand, if it is not polynomial, this paper is wrong. As explained in the paper, it is polynomial.
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